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ABSTRACT 

In early January 1982 an important series of earthquakes began in the 
Miramichi region of New Brunswick. This Open-File Report presents an outline 
of most of the special studies conducted in New Brunswick following the 
principal earthquake of January 9. Participants were invited to describe 
their field work and indicate preliminary results, with the understanding that 
later more intensive analyses might alter initial conclusions. This Report 
comprises 23 chapters, which include reports on seismological, geologic and 
other surveys conducted from January to July 1982 and also abstracts of all 
Miramichi papers presented at the annual meeting of the Seismological Society 
of America in April 1982. 

RESUME 

Vers le début de janvier 1982 une importante série de tremblements de 
terre commençait dans la région de Miramichi au Nouveau-Brunswick. Ce dossier 
publique donne un aperçu de la plupart des études spéciales effectuées au 
Nouveau-Brunswick après le tremblement de terre principal du 9 janvier. Les 
participants ont été invités premièrement à décrire leurs travaux sur le 
terrain et ensuite à présenter des résultats provisoires. Il est d'ailleurs 
sous-entendu qu'après des analyses plus élaborées, les conclusions initiales 
peuvent être modifiées. Ce dossier de 23 chapitres comprend des rapports de 
relevés séismologiques, géologiques et autres, qui ont été effectués entre 
janvier et juillet 1982. Les résumés de toutes les communications sur 
Miramichi présentées au congrès annuel de la Seismological Society of America 
en avril 1982 sont également joints. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Anne E. Stevens 
Earth Physics Branch 

Energy, Mines and Resources Canada 
Ottawa, Canada KlA OY3 

1982 MIRAMICHI EARTHQUAKES 

On Saturday, January 9, 1982, at 08:53 Atlantic Standard Time an 
earthquake of magnitude slightly greater than 5-1/2 occurred in the 
unpopulated Miramichi Highlands of northcentral New Brunswick in eastern 
Canada, followed by an aftershock of magnitude 4 and another of magnitude 5 
within the next 3-1/2 hours. Within 32 hours of the main shock, three 
portable seismograph stations had been installed about 15 km south of the 
epicentre by three seismologists sent from the Earth Physics Branch of Energy, 
Mines and Resources Canada, which is based in Ottawa, 700 km to the west. The 
temperatures at the time were near -20°C and a heavy snowfall had occurred one 
week earlier. Thus only a small field party was sent initially until it could 
be determined how long detectable aftershock activity might continue and 
whether it would be possible to get close enough to the active area to get 
useful seismograms. 

On Monday afternoon, January 11, two and one-half days after the main 
shock, a second earthquake of magnitude near 5-1/2 occurred. The field 
programme then rapidly expanded, with significant participation also by 
American colleagues. Hundreds of small aftershocks were recorded in the next 
few weeks on both permanent and temporary field stations. In the following 
eight months, six earthquakes of magnitude 4 or greater have occurred, leading 
to two additional aftershock field surveys in April and June. At present, 
nine months after the principal shock, at least one event per day on the 
average, with magnitude near 1, is still being detected, with several events 
per month with magnitude near 3. 

Although the main shock was widely felt in the Maritime Provinces and 
the New England States and thus generated considerable public and media 
interest, it was clear from the beginning that little, if any, serious 
property damage had occurred. The earthquakes were centred in an unpopulated 
area with the closest towns lying 50 km away. Fredericton, the provincial 
capital and largest city (population 45,000) is 100 km to the south. The New 
Brunswick - Maine border is 80 km to the west. No strong-motion instruments 
had been installed previously in New Brunswick, so no direct measurements of 
peak ground motion are available for the larger Miramichi earthquakes. 
However, effective peak motions were clearly rather small. When various 
furnished but unoccupied ranger and private cabins in the epicentral area were 
subsequently examined, almost nothing was found overturned nor dislodged 
within these buildings. This is a bit puzzling in the view of the shallow 
focal depths (less than 10 km). 
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The 1982 Miramichi earthquake activity is important to geoscientists for 
at least three reasons. First, the main shock and principal aftershock on 
January 9 and 11 were the largest earthquakes on land in eastern North America 
since the Cornwall-Massena earthquake of September 1944. Secondly, for the 
first time in eastern North America, both analogue and digital seismic data 
have been recorded for earthquakes from a relatively small source volume 
spanning a magnitude range from 5-1/2 to less than 1, and digital data are 
available for epicentral distances up to nearly 1000 km. Thirdly, a 
strong-motion network installed in the epicentral area in early February has 
produced useable accelerograms from seven aftershocks with magnitudes between 
3-1/2 and 5, the first such set of strong-motions records produced in eastern 
Canada. 

SEISMICITY OF NEW BRUNSWICK 

Most of New Brunswick lies in Zone 2 of the seismic zoning map in the 
current edition of the National Building Code of Canada (Figure 1.1). The 
areas with the larger black dots denotes Zone 2, where there is a risk of 
moderate damage in earthquakes. To have earthquakes of magnitude 5-1/2 in 
northcentral New Brunswick was thus no surprise to seismologists familiar with 
Canadian seismicity. 

Figure 1.2 shows earthquakes in New Brunswick and adjacent areas in the 
10-year period from 1970 to 1979. The 1982 Miramichi earthquake occurred at 
47.0°N, 66.6°W, in an area of previous minor activity. In this 10-year period 
all earthquakes in New Brunswick had magnitude less than 4, and most less 
than 3. Until the late autumn of 1981 New Brunswick was not well monitored 
for earthquakes smaller than magnitude 2-1/2, so more low-level activity may 
have occurred than that indicated in Figure 1.2. However, the figure does 
show that earthquakes in New Brunswick do not form any obvious patterns nor 
outline any single active structure. 

Figure 1.3 shows earthquakes of magnitude 3-1/2 and greater in New 
Brunswick and adjacent areas to the end of 1979. The letter "X" marks the 
location of the 1982 Miramichi earthquakes. The apparently greater activity 
in the southern half of the province may reflect its greater population 
density rather than a significant long-term difference in the actual 
earthquake activity, since many of the plotted epicentres were determined from 
non-instrumental data. 
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The following chapters outline many of the special studies undertaken in 
New Brunswick in 1982. Sorne authors have chosen to describe their work in 
abstract form only; others have contributed a more detailed report. All 
chapters have been edited to some degree for bath styl e and content, and an 
attempt has been made to update some of the reports by references to summer 
field results and papers in preparation. 

This Earth Physics Branch Open-File Report will be reprinted by the 
Earthquake Engineering Research Institute, with headquarters in Berkeley, 
California and an international membership, for distribution to its members 
and others interested in the 1982 Miramichi, New Brunswick, earthquake 
sequence. 
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2. THE NEW BRUNSWICK EARTHQUAKE OF JANUARY 1982 

G.J. Kurt Asmis 
At omic Energy Control Board 

270 Albert Street, P.O. Box 1046 
Ottawa, Canada KlP 5S9 

"and there shall be earthquakes in diver se places." 
Matthew 24:7 

There is a certain fascination with earthquakes that is woven through our 
history and religion; it has been said that the collapse of the walls of 
Jericho about 1100 B.C. and the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah were caused 
by seismic events. It was, therefore, not surprising that the earthquakes in 
New Brunswick captured headlines throughout the country and for a brief moment 
pushed interest rates, unemployment, Poland and El Salvador to the back pages. 

Surprise! I think that is the best word to describe the reaction of New 
Brunswickers to the first and even the second shock. The first shock occurred 
at 8:55 a.m. Saturday, January 9, 1982, breakfast time for most. The almost 
universal reaction was that the furnace was blowing up. The resulting action 
of the occupants was then divided between those that rushed to their furnace 
(there were reports of some with electrical strip heating rushing to find 
their furnace!) to turn them off and those that rushed to the nearest exit. 
One quick thinker grabbed a bucket of water, ran to the furnace, stood back 
and let fly--whereupon the furnace stopped. Time and the realization that 
little damage had been done soon took away fear and by the time the second 
aftershock occurred Monday evening, the locals were now "pros" and life went 
on as normal. 

What i s it like to experience an earthquake? Imagine yourself to be at 
morning prayer in Newcastle (110 km east of the epicentre) and read the 
following account: Father Peter Bagley watched and felt the pillars of St. 
Michael's Catholic Church move from Saturday's first earthquake. "The whole 
end of the church bulged like the cover on a boiling pot." 

"All of a sudden the f l oor under me moved." The pillars holding up the 
great roof of the stone structure swayed. The time was about 8:45 a.m. A 
number of worshippers had gathered for morning prayer . 

He shouted to them to get out of the church and rushed to an entrance. 
Referring to the "bubbling sensation" caused by the quake, Father Bagley 

says there were three such shocks. It was during the second wave when he 
shouted. 

Sorne, stunned by the event, stood where they were. Others made for the 
doors. 

The earthquake epicentre was at Jack's Lake in the upper reaches of the 
Little Sout h West Miramichi River. This is wilderness country. The nearest 
permanent habitations are Plaster Rock, 80 km to the west; Red Bank, 80 km to 
the east; Boiestown, 80 km to the south; and Bathurst , 120 km to the north. 
The main shock was given a Richter magnitude of 5.5 to 5.9, the first 
aftershock just after lunch magnitude 4.9, and the second large aftershock 
Monday, a magnitude of 5.5. 
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In terms of the historie seismic record, these magnitudes are not 
unusual and corne as no surprise to seismologists and earthquake engineers, but 
to have such a large event occurring in one's working lifetime and relatively 
close to home--that is unique. (The last earthquake of this magnitude to 
occur in Eastern Canada was at Cornwall, September 5, 1944). The 
seismological community responded in force and within a few days had the 
epicentre surrounded with seismographs. The provincial EMO provided 
coordinators and other governmental agencies, in particular the New Brunswick 
Department of Natural Resources, provided guides and transportation. About 
one hundred aftershocks were recorded in the first few days. These records 
will form an invaluable data set for explaining the mechanism of fault rupture 
and will most likely give cl ues to the state of stress and causes of 
intraplate earthquakes. I, myself, was searching for structural indicators, 
such as physical movement or damage, which would provi de a measure of ground 
motion from points distant and near to the epicentre. Such information can be 
compared to our ground motion models used for setting seismic design 
requirements for our nuclear power plants. 

Most seismological instruments are too sensitive and become saturated 
when they are too close to an earthquake. To record near-field motion, 
engineers use strong-motion accelerometers that trigger on demand and record 
directly the ground acceleration. These instruments are set out like bait 
waiting for the big event. While there are thousands of these instruments in 
California, the nearest Canadian instrument was at Baie-Corneau on the north 
shore of the St. Lawrence River. 

My first effort was to get near the source. The seismologists had 
established a base camp at Holmes Lake, about 5 km from the epicentre. They 
reported no damage to the log cabin camp at which they were staying, or to its 
contents. I joined the seismologists at their base camp and with the 
assistance of a forest ranger checked various structures (i.e. several log 
cabins and one Bailey Bridge) in an easterly arc from 8 km north of the 
epicentre to the east and then the south. The ranger knew of an isolated 
cabin to the west and closer to the epicentre. We drave there on 
snowmobiles. The cabin was well appointed but again, and fortunate to the 
owner, no damage to structure or contents. The next few days were spent 
checking out damage reports and recording local impressions of ground motion 
in the nearest cornmunities and industrial facilities. I visited the chief 
engineers at Brunswick Mining and Heath Steele, (both underground lead, zinc, 
silver mines, 100 km and 75 km, respectively, from the epicentre), the Boise 
Cascade Pulp and Paper Mill in Newcastle, and the shift supervisor at the New 
Brunswick Electric Power Commission (NBEPC) generating station at Chatham. In 
all these plants, physical damage was almost non-existent but the main shock 
was severely felt and caused work interruption while the operators were trying 
to find out what "blew up". At Brunswick Mining, most underground workers 
decided that the wisest move was to go home; at Heath Steele, work continued 
as soon as the miners realised that no premature blasting had occurred. The 
mining engineer on duty in the hoist frame described the earthquake as a 
"locomotive moving through at 1000 miles/hour 11 • At Boise Cascade only the 
control room operators became concerned. The digester controllers thought the 
boiler had blown up and the boiler controllers thought the digester had gone. 
At the NBEPC station, two alarms registered. 
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What should we look for as the data of this earthquake are unravelled? 
First, the seismic event fits well the mold of a "typical" large eastern 
Canadian earthquake at distances greater than 80 km from the epicentre, in 
terms of damage and the description of witnesses. The total lack of damage or 
of any evidence of physical motion in the epicentral region is to me somewhat 
of a mystery, and I will be following the seismological investigation closely 
to see if a rupture sequence can be worked out and which will explain these 
observations. Second, many of the aftershocks indicated a shallow depth. 
Could there be a surface break? If so, and if the break or breaks can be 
found, this will be a geological first. 

(The author spent five days in New Brunswick from January 21 to 25. His field 
notes in the form of a Reconnaissance Report entitled "The New Brunswick 
Earthquakes of January 9 and 11, 1982" are a "Note to File, 34-2-4-16" at 
AECB. The mimeographed report, dated March 22, 1982, consists of 8 typed 
pages, 25 photographs plus photocopies of a large selection of newspaper 
clippings.) 
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3. MIRAMICHI, NEW BRUNSWICK, EARTHQUAKES - JANUARY 1982 AFTERSHOCK SURVEY 

INTRODUCTION 

R.J. Wetmiller 
Earth Physics Branch 

Energy, Mines and Resources Canada 
Ottawa, Canada KlA OY3 

The Miramichi earthquake sequence began on January 9, 1982, at 08:53 AST 
(Atlantic Standard Time) with a moderate magnitude 5.7 earthquake located in a 
remote uninhabited part of central New Brunswick, but felt throughout 
populated areas of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, parts of 
Québec and much of New England. Figure 3.1 (F. Anglin, private communication) 
shows the time distribution of events in January both in terms of daily rate 
of occurrence and distribution of events larger than magnitude 3. Aftershock 
monitoring with portable stations installed in the field was initiated by the 
Earth Physics Branch, EMR on January 10 at 13:51 AST and continued until 
January 22 when most of the portable stations were removed from the field. 
Following that, a special network of strong-motion accelerographs (SMA) was 
installed in the epicentral area of the sequence and has run from the 
beginning of February 1982 to the present date. (See Chapter 8 by Munro and 
Pomeroy.) 

The seismological agencies that took part in the field work included the 
Earth Physics Branch of the Canadian Department of Energy, Mines and Resources 
(EMR), who acted as overall coordinator of the field work and deployed 11 
seismographs, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology who deployed 10 
seismographs, the U.S. Geological Survey with five seismographs and three 
accelerographs, the Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory with three 
seismographs and one strong-motion accelerograph, the State University of New 
York with three accelerographs, the Bedford Institute of Oceanography with 
three (ocean-bottom) seismographs and Weston Geophysical Ltd. who loaned five 
of the seismographs deployed by other agencies. The field work was greatly 
assisted by the New Brunswick Emergency Measures Organization who coordinated 
local logistic support throughout the province of New Brunswick, the New 
Brunswick Department of Highways who ploughed open many roads in the 
epicentral area and the New Brunswick Forest Service and their forest rangers 
who assisted in many aspects of the field work in the epicentral area. 

FIELD NETWORKS 

The field work took place during the coldest part of the Canadian winter 
in a remote uninhabited area of the New Brunswick central highlands 
(temperatures -20° to -40°C). Site selection was severely restricted by the 
lack of roads through the area. Deployment of recording equipment proceeded 
slowly because of the severe weather and treacherous road conditions that were 
frequently encountered. A total of 29 sites were used for monitoring the 
aftershock sequence (See Table 4.1 of Pulli and Table 8.1 of Munro and Pomeroy 
for site coordinates.) These included nine sites in the epicentral area 
(Figure 3.2) and 20 temporary sites outside the epicentral area (Figure 3.3). 
Omitted from Figure 3.2 was station Bl with coordinates 46.855°N, 66.620°W and 
elevation 466 m, and from Table 4.1 were stations Bl, B2 (46.876°N, 66.930°w, 
396 m) and B3 (46.803°N, 66.573°W, 432 m). 
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The main limitation to the recording network was the lack of stations 
immediately to the west of the aftershock zone (Figure 3.2). Access to this 
area was impossible during the field survey. This lack of coverage was 
partially offset by the more distant stations LL and BB shown on Figure 3.3 

The equipment deployed included bath seismographs and accelerographs. 
The two types of recorders were often operated side-by-side because few 
suitable recording sites were available. The digital recorders had to be 
housed in heated shelters. These were generally summer cottages in which a 
portable kerosene heater was installed. The analogue equipment was often 
deployed out of doors without any shelter other than a covering of snow. All 
the equipment suffered from the low temperatures experienced, and many good 
data sets were lost because of cold-related equipment malfunctions. 

In spite of these difficulties a wealth of good data was obtained 
i ncluding continuous monitoring of the aftershock sequence by at least three 
stations within 25 km for 15 days from January 10 to 24 and continuous more 
detailed monitoring by three stations within 10 km for the four days from 
January 19 to 22. The larger aftershocks in the 7-day period from January 16 
to 22 included 14 events of magnitude up to 3.5 recorded on at least three 
digital stations and many other events recorded on one or two digital 
stations. The SMA network has recorded a magnitude 4.8 aftershock on March 
31, 1982, at 17:02 AST and several smaller events (see Munro and Pomeroy). 

PRELIMINARY SEISMICITY RESULTS 

The deployment of seismographs in the epicentral area from January 19 to 
22 (Figure 3.2) allowed the aftershocks to be located with the most accuracy, 
probably better than ~ 1 km in position and ~ 2 km in depth. A partial 
analysis of these data shows that the activity is concentrated in a volume of 
approximately 4 km NS by 6 km EW by 7 km deep (Figure 3.4) with some 
indication of a southwardly steeply-dipping trend in the focal depths. (See 
also Figure 4.3 of Pulli). These results must be considered provisional at 
this time (May 1982) however, and may be changed by a more t horough analysis 
of the data for this period. 

The composite focal mechanism (local focal sphere) shown in Figure 3.4 
is in particular very uncertain. It shows a tendency for a composite 
strike-slip mechanism for the aftershocks in this period, but the solution is 
not well defined by the data and there are many readings inconsistent with. 
this solution. 

(See also the SSA abstract by R.J. Wetmi ller in Chapter 23.) 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 3.1 (lower) 

The number of earthquakes per hour from January 09 to 31, 1982, as 
recorded at the Edmundston (EBN) seismograph station, epicentral distance 140 
km, detection threshold about magnitude o. Many smaller aftershocks, 
partially recorded on EBN or detected by field stations, are not shown. 

Figure 3.1 (upper) 

Time history of aftershocks with magnitude 3 or greater. Magnitudes are 
provisional and may be revised. 

Figure 3.2 

Field stations deployed in the epicentral area. The two-letter station 
codes are defined in Chapter 4 (Table 4.1) and Chapter 8 (Table 8.1). Sorne 
sites had both a seismograph (S) and an accelerograph (A). The operating 
dates of each station are shown, with a triangle denoting records available 
for only part of a given day due to a malfunctioning analogue instrument or to 
a digital instrument that records only when triggered . 

Figure 3.3 

Field stations deployed in New Brunswick outside the epicentral area. 
(See also caption of Figure 3.2) Four stations (UNB, EBN, GGN, LMN) were 
operating before the sequence began. KLN, EBN, GGN and LMN are telemetered 
digital stations. 

Figures 3.4 

Preliminary analysis of 45 aftershocks from January 19 to 22, 1982, 
located with analogue records from stations HL, LC, MR and occasionally from 
more distant stations. (See also caption of Figure 3.2) Two insets show a 
north-south cross-section and the distribution of P first motions on the lower 
focal sphere. Both are preliminary and may be re-interpreted. 
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4. REGIONAL AND FIELD SEISMIC STUDIES OF THE NEW BRUNSWICK 
EARTHQUAKES OF JANUARY 1982 

Jay J. Pulli 
Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Cambridge, MA 02139 

The New Brunswick earthquakes of January 1982 have generated a vast 
quantity and variety of data, which should have a significant impact on the 
estimation of the earthquake hazard in this area. 

The effort in data acquisition by the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT) has been two-fold. First, our permanent network, at a mean 
epicentral distance of about 600 km, has provided digital recordings of the 
main shock and most of the aftershocks of magnitude greater than 3. Secondly, 
our group operated a ten-el ement temporary seismograph network in the 
epicentral area for nearly three weeks. 

An example of the regional short-period data is shown in Figure 4.1. 
Although a portion of the signal is clipped, the early phases and coda waves 
provide important information about the source and the path. This seismogram 
has been filtered at four frequency bands and the attenuation of the coda 
waves has been determined. Q values range from 1250 at 0.7 Hz to 3000 at 6.0 
Hz. 

The MIT field crew arrived in New Brunswick on the evening of January 10 
with three portable instruments. The base of operations was in Plaster Rock. 
These instruments, installed on January 11, were in operation during the 
magnitude 5.5 aftershock that evening (21:41 UT). On January 13, seven 
additional instruments were brought into the area and installed during the 
next two days. The final network configuration is shown in Figure 4.2, which 
also includes the stations operated by the Canadian team (EPB) and two other 
American Groups (USGS, SUNY). (See also Figures 3.2 and 3.3 of Wetmiller.) 
Station coordinates and operators are listed in Table 4.1. The station 
distribution was controlled in part by the limited road access and the extreme 
weather conditions. With limited interruptions, the temporary network 
operated until January 30. On January 19, three stations (CL-County Line, 
PR-Plaster Rock and GV-Gordonsville) were dismantled and brought to New 
Hampshire to monitor the aftershocks of the Gaza earthquake (January 19, 00:14 
UT). 

Station HL (Holmes Lake), closest to the epicenter, provided a wealth of 
data. During the two weeks following the main shock, aftershocks were 
recorded at HL at a rate of about 100 per day. The detection threshold is 
estimated to be magnitude -2. These aftershocks exhibit a wide range of S-P 
times (0.5 to 2.0 s) and S/P amplitude ratios (10.0 to 1.0). In addition, 
some events exhibit clear 0.5 to 1.0 s period fundamental-mode Rayleigh waves, 
which can be seen for events as small as magnitude -1 and as large as 
magnitude 2.5. 

As of this writing (April 1982), we have determined epicentral locations 
for sixty aftershocks occurring between January 12 and 27 (see Figure 4.3). 
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The aftershocks are concentrated in an area of approximately 15 by 20 km, and 
range in focal depth from the surface to 15 km. (See also Figure 3.4 of 
Wetmiller.) 

The participants in the MIT January field study included the author, 
Roger Buck, Paul Huang, Carl Codkin, George Keough, Scott Phillips, Karl 
Coyner, Stephen Bratt, and Jean Baranowski. 

We are presently undertaking a comprehensive study of the aftershock 
data recorded by the temporary network. This includes determination of 
hypocentral locations, correlation of coda-wave excitation with earthquake 
magnitude, and compilation of frequency-magnitude statistics. During the 
summer months, we plan to return to the epicentral area to search for evidence 
of fault breakage or en-echelon faulting. 



Code Area 

NC Nash Creek 

FE Flying Eddy 

UP Upsalquitch 

MB McGraw Brook 

PR Plaster Rock 

MC Mt. Carleton 

NI Nic tau 

LL Long Lake 

HL Holmes Lake 

LC Loggie Camp 

PC Prince Camp 

MR Mitchell Road 

RA Renous Aerodrome 

FL First Lake 

ML Mo ose Lake 

RR Renous River 

SR Sevogle River 

KLN McKendrick Lake 

CL County Line 

BB Bubar Brook 

DT Doaktown 

GV Gordonsville 
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TABLE 4.1 

Temporary Field Stations 

Latitude Longitude Elev. 

(ON) ( ow) (m) 

47.920 66.048 15 

47.651 66.596 366 

47.807 66.879 45 

46.826 66 .111 58 

46.916 67.397 160 

47.433 66.923 259 

47.228 67.153 183 

47.057 66.933 380 

46.945 66.595 352 

46.970 66.530 323 

47.008 66.501 312 

47.033 66.607 457 

46.955 66.582 367 

46.870 66.627 515 

46.864 66.781 512 

46. 771 66.372 289 

47.138 66.llO 302 

46.843 66 -372 4ll 

46.863 66.797 518 

47.255 66.831 366 

46.546 66.ll5 80 

46.475 67.490 215 

Operator 

EPB 

EPB 

EPB 

MIT and SUNY 

MIT 

MIT 

MIT 

MIT 

MIT, USGS and SUNY 

EPB and USGS 

EPB and USGS 

EPB and USGS 

EPB 

EPB 

EPB 

EPB 

EPB 

EPB 

MIT 

MIT 

MIT 

MIT 
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5. LOCAL MULTI-STATION DIGITAL RECORDINGS OF AFTERSHOCKS 
OF THE JANUARY 9, 1982 NEW BRUNSWICK EARTHQUAKE 

Edward Cranswick, Charles Mueller, 
and Eugene Sembera 
U.S. Geological Survey 
345 Middlefield Road, MS 77 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 

Robert Wetmiller 
Earth Physics Branch 
Energy, Mines and Resources 
Ottawa, Canada KlA OY3 

Responding to a request for instruments from the Earth Physics Branch of 
the Canadian Department of Energy, Mines and Resources, Ottawa, the U.S. 
Geological Survey, Menlo Park, California, dispatched nine Sprengnether 
DR-100* three-component digital portable seismographs and two staff members, 
Eugene Sembera and Edward Cranswick, to New Brunswick on January 13, 1982. 
The instruments are self-triggering, have 0.7 s of pre-event memory, and 
generally produce records of 6 to 10 s duration. The instruments, described 
by Fletcher (1982), had a sampling rate of 200.32 samples per second per 
component, and all but one of the instruments were equipped with antialiasing 
low-pass filters with 50-Hz corner frequencies. One instrument, installed at 
station C9V, had an antialiasing corner frequency of 70 Hz; on January 16-17 
it was operated in a mode of sampling only the vertical component at 600.96 
samples per second. Of the nine instruments sent to New Brunswick, six were 
successfully deployed in the field at four sites. 

Figure 5.1 shows the locations of the four stations established in this 
aftershock investigation. Stations C7T, C8T, C9V and CBA correspond to sites 
LC, PC, HL and MR in Table 4.1 of Pulli and Figure 3.2 of Wetmiller. Station 
C7T (installed January 15) and station C8T (January 16) were each equipped 
with two digital recorders; one recorder was connected to a velocity 
transducer and the other to an acceleration transducer (force-balance 
accelerometer-FBA). Station C9V (also installed January 16) had only one 
velocity transducer, and station CBA (January 19) had only one acceleration 
transducer. No transducers were sited directly on bedrock outcrop, all were 
sited on or several centimeters below the frozen ground surface. According to 
bedrock-geologic maps and observation in the field, the transducers were 
separated from bedrock by thicknesses of Quaternary alluvium estimated to 
range from less than 1 to as much as 10 m. Velocity transducers were also 
installed at Flying Eddy and McGraw Brook (FE and MB, Table 4.1 of Pulli and 
Figure 3.3 of Wetmiller), but no useful data were obtained. 

Because of the extreme winter weather conditions and associated 
instrument problems, an overall digital-recorder downtime of about 20 to 40 
percent prevailed during the 7-day period of the aftershock study. However, 
for the duration of that period, from January 15 to 22, at least one 
instrument was running at all times. Therefore, all seismic activity during 
that time of magnitude greater than 2 has probably been recorded. 

* Any use of tracte names or trademarks in this report is for descriptive 
purposes only and does not constitute an endorsement by the U.S. Geological 
Survey. 
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A total of about 25 events were recorded at two or more of the four USGS 
stations. Of the 13 events recorded by three or more stations, 12 were 
located with the program HINV (a modified version of HYPOINVERSE; Klein, 1978) 
by means of a velocity model that consisted of a homogeneous half-space with a 
P-wave velocity of 6.2 km/s. Table 5.1 lists these 12 preliminary locations, 
which also are plotted in Figure 5.1. Hypocentral accuracy is not better than 
0.5 km. One event that was recorded by all six instruments is not yet fully 
processed because of recording problems caused by instrument malfunction. 

The largest event recorded, event D (mb(Lg) 3.5 at 13:33:56 G.M.T. 
January 17, was recorded by all five instruments in operation at that time. A 
foreshock of unknown magnitude, referred to here as event C, which occurred 
57 s before event D, was recorded by the same instruments. Figure 5.2 
compares the recordings of these two events; the traces and epicenters labeled 
"l" are those of the larger event (D), and those labeled "2" are those of the 
foreshock (C). 

Figure 5.2a plots the vertical components of velocity for these two 
events. We noted that the traces at station C9V, at a rate of 600.96 samples 
per second, are visibly enriched with high frequencies in contrast to the 
traces at stations C7V and C8V. (Station C9V does not appear in Figures 5.2b 
through 5.2d because it recorded only vertical velocity). 

The transverse (perpendicular to the source-receiver direction) 
horizontal component of velocity at station C7V shows a peak value of about 
1.35 cm/s at the S-wave arrival of Event 1 (mb(Lg) 3.5) in Figure 5.2b. 
The transverse component of velocity for Event 1 is seen to be both higher in 
frequency and greater in amplitude at station C7V than at station C8V, 
possibly owing to site effects caused by differing thicknesses of alluvium. 

For event 1 at station C7V a peak vertical acceleration of -80 cm/s2 
was recorded for the P-wave arrival (Figure 5.2c) and a peak transverse 
horizontal acceleration of 80 cm/s2 for the S-wave arrival (Figure 5.2d). 

Following the model described by Brune (1970), and averaging the 
observations of records at the two stations as described by Archuleta et al. 
(1982), we calculated source parameters for these two events as shown in Table 
5.2. 

This data set greatly increased the total number of digital recordings 
of eastern North American earthquakes and includes, to the best of our 
knowledge, the largest eastern North American event ever recorded by 
three-component digital instruments at short epicentral distances. In 
addition, the data set contains direct record i ngs of both acceleration and 
velocity for the same events at the same sites. 

Please direct all inquiries about these digital data to: Edward 
Cranswick, USGS at the address above. 
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(See also the SSA abstract by Sembera et al. in Chapter 23.) 

(The authors are also preparing a USGS Open-File Report on the New Brunswick 
aftershocks recorded by the six 3-component digital seismographs.) 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 5.1 

Computer-drawn sketch map of study area showing the four digital 
stations (solid diamonds) occupied in this study. Station instrumentation is 
described in the text, paragraph 2. Letters A to L denote locations of the 12 
aftershocks listed in Table 5.1. Event D (largest symbol) and adjacent event 
C denote, respectively, the mb(Lg) 3.5 event and its foreshock discussed 
in the text and plotted in Figures 5.2a to 5.2d. Lines on map outline major 
bodies of water (streams and lakes) in the study area. Latitude and longitude 
boundaries are printed in the map corners. 

Figure 5.2 (a, b, c and d) 

Event time-history maps, each showing a 2.5 s sample of a single 
component of velocity or acceleration for the same two earthquakes. The 
component of motion is printed above each figure. Locations of the two events 
are marked by numbered stars. Corresponding recorded traces are numbered and 
plotted to the right of and just above and below the respective stations 
(solid diamonds). Events 1 and 2 are events D and C, respectively, of Figure 
5.1 and Table 5.1. The amplitude and time scales used for the velocity and 
acceleration time histories are shown in the upper left of each figure. The 
label above the time axis indicates the up-trace orientation of each recorded 
component. Latitude and longitude boundaries are printed in the map corners. 

Figure 5.2a - vertical velocity 

Figure 5.2b - transverse component of horizontal velocity 

Figure 5.2c - vertical acceleration 

Figure 5.2d - transverse component of horizontal acceleration 



Event Day 

A 17 

B 17 

c 17 

D 17 

E 17 

F 18 

G 18 

H 20 

I 20 

J 20 

K 20 

L 21 

Event 
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TABLE 5.1 

Preliminary Locations of Aftershocks 

Time (G.M.T.) Lat (N) Long (W) 

07h39m34.48 46°59.6 1 66°36.3 1 

12 24 47.7 46°59.2 1 66°37.6 1 

13 32 59.9 46°59.6 1 66°38.0 1 

13 33 56.2 46°59.3 1 66°37.9 1 

14 08 46.7 46°58.7 1 66°36.6 1 

11 44 26.8 46°59.2 1 66°36.9 1 

19 34 49.2 47°00.1 1 66°36.2 1 

10 OO 10.0 47°00.2 1 66°36.9 1 

23 40 16.5 46°58.9 1 66°36.6 1 

23 40 41.5 46°58.4 1 66°36.1 1 

23 40 43.5 46°59.0 1 66°36.8 1 

OO 39 55.7 46°59.0 1 66°36.7 1 

TABLE 5.2 

Preliminary Source Parameters 

Moment 
(10l8ctyne-cm) 

Source Radius 
(meters) 

C (2, Fig. 5.2) 75 

D (1, Fig. 5.2) 400 110 

Depth 
(km) 

6 

7 

3 

4 

5 

5 

6 

7 

6 

6 

5 

5 

Peak 
Acceleration 

( ) 

0.006 

0.012 

0.035 

0.083 

0.025 

0.005 

0.028 

0.049 

0.008 

0.009 

0.008 

0.023 

Stress Drop 
(bars) 

31 

130 
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6. ACCELEROGRAPH AFTERSHOCK MONITORING IN NEW BRUNSWICK 

Thomas Petruzzelli and Francis Wu 
Department of Geological Sciences 

State University of New York 
Binghampton, New York 13901 

After discussions with colleagues at MIT and LDGO during the week 
after the January 9, 1982 New Brunswick earthquake, it was decided that the 
incorporation of accelerographs into the aftershock monitoring was desirable. 
We have been using 3-component force-balance accelerometers (FBA) in 
conjunction with digital (12 bits) gain-ranged event recorders (all made by 
Terra Technology). Five recorders are deployed on sites in northern New York 
(three near Massena) and western New York (two near Attica). In 1981 a number 
of events were recorded on one or more of these recorders. 

The second day after the decision was made, we drave to the northern 
New York sites, picked up the instruments and then drave on to Montréal where 
the flight was delayed one day due to severe weather in New Brunswick. 
Petruzzelli and three accelerographs arrived in Newcastle on January 16. One 
unit was deployed from January 17 through January 22 at McGraw Brook ranger 
station (NB-6), located approximately 24 km from the epicentres. The second 
unit operated from January 19 to 22 at Holmes Lake (NB-9), less than 2 km from 
the epicentres. The third unit was set up in a van on Mitchell Road (NB-11) 
on January 21. (See Figure 3.2 of Wetmiller and Table 4.1 of Pulli for 
station locations and coordinates. NB-6, NB-9 and NB-11 correspond to sites 
MB, HL and MR, respectively.) 

The table below summarizes the number of records obtained at each station. 

Station Dates Number of Events Remarks 
NB- 6 17-22 8 0.0002g a O.OOlg 

NB- 9 19-22 13 0.005g a 0.02g 

NB- 11 21-22 0 all false triggers due to 
high wind 

All stations operated with maximum gain, i.e., the least significant bit 
corresponds to 2.5 µ g with 1 g full scale when gain ranged to the lowest 
gain. Analyses of these records are in progress. We intend to study the 
frequency characteristics of these events and possibly also attenuation using 
records from the two stations. 

This field operation provided a good opportunity for testing the digital 
event recorders in a severe environment. It was determined that some heating 
is needed. While an external kerosene burner in a tent at close proximity was 
adequate, perhaps an internal electric strip heater with down jacket would 
make the operation easier. 

The travel funds for the field work were provided by Lamont-Doherty 
Geological Observatory (LDGO) through Alan Kafka. Logistics in the field were 
provided by the Earth Physics Branch, EMR, through Robert J. Wetmiller. 
Without this help we could not have mounted this relatively successful venture. 
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7. AFTERSHOCK MONITORING 

Noel Barstow, Ellyn Schlesinger-Miller and Alan Kafka 
Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory 

Palisades, New York 10964 

Three portable three-component triggered digital stations were operated 
for varying periods by the Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory (LDGO) at 
four sites in the epicentral region between January 13 and January 30 (Bubar 
Brook, Holmes Lake, Nictau and Plaster Rock - see Table 4.1 of Pulli). 
Unfortunately, few useful data were recorded. 

Between January 15 and January 18, three earthquakes triggered a strong 
motion accelerometer (Kinemetrics SMA-1) (set at a trigger level of 0.04g) 
located at Holmes Lake about 8 km from the hypocenters. After January 18, the 
trigger level of this instrument was raised to O.lOg; no earthquakes were 
recorded between January 19 and February 6. On February 7 this instrument was 
installed at Bear Lakes (Site 7 in Table 8.1 of Munro and Pomeroy) as part of 
a cooperative network being run in the epicentral area. The trigger level was 
lowered to O.Olg. The instrument was triggered by aftershocks on March 31, 
April 2 and April 11. On April 28 the instrument was removed and returned to 
LDGO. A new SMA-1 belonging to the Earth Physics Branch was installed on 
April 28 at the same site. 
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8. THE NEW BRUNSWICK STRONG-MOTION ARRAY 

Philip Munro 
Earth Physics Branch 
Energy, Mines and Resources Canada 
Ottawa, Canada KlA OY3 

Paul W. Pomeroy 
Rondout Associates, Incorporated 
P.O. Box 224 
Stone Ridge, New York 12484 

Following the earthquakes of January 9 and 11 in New Brunswick, the 
Earth Physics Branch (EPB) of the Canadian Department of Energy, Mines and 
Resources i n cooperation with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) 
established a strong-motion array in the epicentral area. The on-going 
aftershock sequence provides a unique opportunity to obtain strong-motion 
records from earthquakes covering a wide spectrum of magnitudes, many of which 
may have similar source mechanisms. 

Seven strong-motion instruments (accelerographs) were installed in early 
February using snowmobiles to reach some of the sites since logging roads are 
not normally kept open in winter. In early June five of these were moved to 
new sites, an eighth site was instrumented, and all instruments, except the 
first, were placed in vaults on bedrock. Site locations are included in Table 
8.1 and plotted in Figure 8.1. 

Five of the units were loaned from the USNRC, and one each from the 
United States Geological Survey (USGS) at Menlo Park and the Lamont-Doherty 
Geological Observatory (LDGO). At the end of April the latter unit plus one 
USNRC unit were replaced by EPB units. At the beginning of June the USGS unit 
was replaced by an EPB unit and an additional EPB instrument deployed. 
Current plans are to remove the four remaining USNRC units before winter, but 
to retain the four EPB units until at least the spring of 1983. A fifth EPB 
unit remains at the EPB in Ottawa ready for rapid deployment elsewhere in 
eastern Canada should the need arise. 

The instrumentation at each site consists of a Kinemetrics SMA-1 
three-component accelerograph unit with a range of 1 g and with a trigger 
sensitivity initially set at 0.01 g (1 percent of gravity) , but lowered in 
early June to about 0.006 g. Power is obtained from automobile batteries. 
All EPB units record absolute time. 

Since installation of the array, seven earthquakes with magnitudes 
ranging from mb(Lg) 3.4 to 4.8 have triggered the array, as summarized in 
Table 8.2. Records are being analyzed independently by D.H. Weichert (Pacifie 
Geoscience Centre, EMR, Sidney, British Columbia V8L 3Z5) and by one of the 
authors (Pomeroy) and a joint report is planned for the autumn. 
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Table 8.1 

New Brunswick Strong-Motion Array 

Site Name Location Installation Site Condition 
(Lat N, Long W) (1982) 

1 Holmes Lake 46° 56. 73 1 03 Feb. 20:00 massive concrete 
66° 35.67' fireplace hearth 

2 Mitchell Road 47° 02.05' 04 Feb. 16:30 granite outcrop 
66° 36.62' 

04 June 18:20 relocated westward 
new longitude 
66° 36.10 1 

3 Loggie Ledge 46° 58.15' 04 Feb. 20:45 major granite 
66° 31. 74' boulder 

05 June 16:33 site closed 

4 Indian Brook 46° 58.73' 05 Feb. 20:00 granite boulder on 
66° 34.85' gravel 

06 June 15:00 site closed 

5 Tuadook River 46° 57.83' 06 Feb. 21:00 concrete pad on 
66° 37.00 1 gravel 

05 June 14:50 site closed 

6 McKendrick Lake 46° 50.64 1 07 Feb. 15:30 granite outcrop 
66° 22.30' 

7 Bear Lakes 46° 55. 71' 07 Feb. 18:30 concrete pad on 
66° 29.08 1 gravel 

07 June 13:38 site closed 

8 Hwy 108 46° 49.35' 08 June 17:27 bedrock 
66° 37 .10 1 

9 Hickey Lakes 47° 00.35' 05 June 18: 10 bedrock 
66° 32.80 1 

10 Bear Lakes II 46° 56.45' 07 June 15:14 bedrock 
66° 32.29' 

11 Loggie Ledge II 46° 58.35' 06 June 18:30 bedrock 
66° 31.81' 

12 Indian Brook II 46° 59.6 1 06 June 15:47 bedrock 
66° 35.8' 
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TABLE 8.2 

New Brunswick Strong-Motion Records, February to July 1982 

Da te (U. T.) Preliminary Magnitude Accelerographs Triggered 
1982 m (L ) 

Near Holmes Lake 

31 March 21:02 4.8 Sites 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7 

02 April 13:50 4.3 Sites 2 and 7 

11 April 18:00 4.1 Site 7 

28 April 06:36 3.4 Site 1 

06 May 16:28 4.0 Sites 1, 2, and 3 

28 July 05:35 3.7 Site 12 

Near Trousers Lake 

16 June 11: 43 4.6 Sites 2 and 12 
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9. AFTERSHOCK SURVEY FOLLOWING THE 31 MARCH 1982 MIRAMICHI EARTHQUAKE 

John Adams 
Earth Physics Branch 

Energy, Mines and Resources Canada 
Ottawa, Canada KlA OY3 

Following the magnitude mb(Lg) 4.8 aftershock at 21:02 on 31 March, 
the field sites at Holmes Lake, Loggie Camp and Mitchell Road (see Table 4.1 
of Pulli) were reoccupied by smoked-paper seismographs for a five-day period. 
During the final two days a site just to the north of Lyles Mountain was also 
occupied (46.990°N, 66.610°W, elevation 405 m). As many as one hundred small 
aftershocks were recorded on a single day's seismogram. More than 60 events 
have been located. The majority lie in a cluster of diameter 4 km in the 
northeast corner of the epicentral zone (4 km N-S, 6 km E-W) defined by the 
January aftershocks. All focal depths were shallower than 6 km. Further 
analysis of the aftershock sequence is continuing. 
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10. AFTERSHOCK SURVEY FOLLOWING THE 16 JUNE 1982, TROUSERS LAKE, 
NEW BRUNSWICK, EARTHQUAKE 

Anne E. Stevens and Joane Bérubé 
Earth Physics Branch 

Energy, Mines and Resources Canada 
Ottawa, Canada KlA OY3 

A minor earthquake, magnitude mb(Lg) 4.6, occurred on 16 June at 11:43 
UT in the Miramichi region of north-central New Brunswick near Trousers Lake, 
about 30 km due west of the zone near Holmes Lake where aftershocks have been 
occurring since early January 1982. An aftershock survey was conducted near 
Trousers Lake from 17 to 23 June in order to investigate whether the Trousers 
Lake and Holmes Lake area earthquakes might be related. 

Seven sites were occupied with five Sprengnether MEQ-800 smoked-paper 
seismographs. Coordinates are given in Table 10.1. The Long Lake site had 
been occupied by MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) during the 
January survey. The other locations were new sites. The first station (OL) 
was installed on 17 June at 22:11 UT, 35 hours after the main shock. Sites GL 
and LL were moved to ETL and FOL on 20 June. Recording continued until 23 
June at 16h. The epicentral area consists of heavily-wooded rolling hills 
and small lakes. Although site selection was limited to areas adjacent to 
logging roads and trails, the field network enclosed the active area with all 
stations but GL located at epicentral distances of 3 to 6 km. The latter 
station, despite its greater distance (10 km), was one of the most sensitive. 

Prior to the field survey, aftershocks occurred on 16 June at 15:41, 
mb(Lg) 3.0 and at 23:41, mb(Lg) 1.6. During the field period, 14 
aftershocks from Trousers Lake were recorded, all of magnitude less than 
ML 1, while almost 40 aftershocks from the Holmes Lake area, 30 km to the 
east, were recorded clearly, several with magnitude between mb(Lg) 2 and 
3. No earthquakes were located between Trousers Lake and Holmes Lake, and no 
earthquakes were identified on individual field seismograms that might have 
originated in this area. 

The Trousers Lake aftershocks were located at 47.0l 0 N, 66.97°w with 
focal depth of 8 km and an uncertainty of about 1/2 km in the epicentre and 
about 1 km in depth. Slight variations in calculated coordinates were not 
considered significant. The aftershocks occurred essentially at a point 
source, which is not surprising considering the small magnitudes of the 
aftershocks and the modest size of the main shock. This result is consistent 
with aftershocks of minor earthquakes in other parts of eastern Canada. 



Code 

ETL 

FOL 

GL 

LL 

OL 

STL 

TL 
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TABLE 10.1 

Temporary Seismograph Sites near Trousers Lake 

Name 

East Trous ers Lake 

Foot Lake 

Gulquac Lake 

Long Lake 

Ogilvie Lake 

South Trousers Lake 

Trousers Lake 

Latitude 

(oN) 

46.992 

47.018 

46.922 

47.057 

46 .967 

46.980 

47.018 

Longitude 

(OW) 

66.927 

66.931 

66.917 

66.933 

66.986 

66.932 

67.003 

Elevation 

(metres) 

400 

400 

430 

380 

450 

410 

410 
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11. REPORT ON AN EXAMINATION OF THE SURFACE EFFECTS 
OF A SERIES OF EARTHQUAKES IN NEW BRUNSWICK 

Douglas R. Grant 
Terrain Sciences Division 

Geological Survey of Canada 
601 Booth Street 

Ottawa, Canada KlA OE8 

(Editor's note: The following report is an edited version of a memo written 
by Grant on January 25, just after his return from the Miramichi region.) 

A survey was conducted from January 13 to 15, 1982 to determine what, if 
any, were the surface manifestations of a series of five earthquakes with 
magnitudes registering between 4.0 and 5.7 that occurred from January 9 to 13 
in the interior northern highlands of New Brunswick. The epicentral area was 
examined by the author and Allen Seaman, Quaternary geologist, New Brunswick 
Department of Natural Resources (NBDNR). Using a 4-wheel drive vehicle we 
traversed all roads that had been cleared of snow over an epicentral distance 
of 50 km. We approached within 5 km of the epicentre which, by January 14, 
had been fixed at 47°00'N, 66°37'W. 

Attention was paid to signs of disturbance of all natural and artificial 
features including snow and ice caver, road surfaces and structures, 
vegetation, buildings, and rock surfaces. As detailed below, surprisingly 
little could be detected despite the fact that slight damage (architectural 
only, not structural) occurred in communities 70 km from the epicentre. 
However, the apparent absence of, or failure to detect, surface signs near the 
epicentre , can be explained by a combination of the following four local 
factors. 

Snow and Ice Caver 
The heavy fall of powder snow that occurred shortly before the first 

earthquake (January 9, 11:53) was unfortunately subjected to a short period of 
rapid melt ing and disturbance by high winds, so that it was no longer possible 
to evaluat e differential release from tree branches by the tremors. Peculiar 
surface patterns in the snow, noted independently by several observers and 
thought to result from shock-induced settlement by thixotropy and de-aeration, 
were carefully sectioned and found to be a meltwater effect from the earlier 
thaw. 

Cracks in the crusted snow surface were not seen anywhere during the 
only day (January 13, initial day of survey) that intervened before the next 
snowfall. However, cracks in road ice were seen at one point 62 km from the 
epicentre and trending generally toward it. Tension cracks in lake and river 
ice were also seen, but only at one point 8 km from the epicentre, and this 
occurrence may have been due to lowering of the water level. Perhaps 
fortuitously, this feature also trended toward the epicentre. 

Vegetation 
Drop of dead branches from hardwoods, and of needles from tamarack, was 

not apparent, thus suggesting that ground surface accelerations were of quite 
low magnitude and frequency. 
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Structures 

Though a main paved highway (Hwy 108) traverses the area, it passes 
through a game refuge where buildings are prohibited. Otherwise the area is a 
logging district in which the only camp consists of steel Quonset huts in 
which none of the miner damage, which was reported to have occurred in 
plaster-board housing farther away, could be registered. 

Bedrock Surfaces 

The area is largely rock-controlled topography with a nearly continuous 
till mantle. Consequently, rock exposures large enough to project through the 
l+ m snow cover were extremely rare. Only three outcrops were seen and 
these had been disrupted by blasting so that evidence of recent displacement 
of the glacial pavement could not be differentiated. · 

In summary, surface manifestations were found to be virtually lacking 
given the snow cover and recent weather history. However, in view of the 
reported miner damage at greater distances, it is reasonable to suppose that 
some evidence will be found upon further examination shortly after snow melt. 
Specifically, one would examine glaciated rock surfaces along road clearings 
for signs of fracturing that crosscut lichen cover and bulldozer markings. 
Secondarily, there may be signs of groundwater expulsion in the surficial 
sediment. A follow-up survey in May is therefore recommended. Quaternary 
geological staff from NBDNR may be mapping in the vicinity this year and will 
make independent observations. In the meantime an examination of imagery at 
1:12,000 obtained recently (January 19) by CCRS (Canada Centre for Remote 
Sensing) might reveal better some of the snow and ice fractures that might be 
expected. (See Adams, Chapter 14.) 

An opportunity was taken on the final day to visit geological staff of 
NBDNR in Fredericton. With J.J. Chandra I examined large-scale Landsat images 
for unmapped structural lineaments, and compared geological, gravity and 
aeromagnetic maps. The epicentre seems to lie near the junction of two large 
magnetic features. According to the Geological Map of New Brunswick (1979), 
it lies on the contact between massive granite and cataclastic granite, a 
hypothetical locus of strain. However, this compilation map differs 
substantially from earlier maps (e.g. DREE, 1977; Skinner, 1974) so these 
discrepancies will have to be resolved before correlations with surface 
geology are sought. Lastly, an arcuate lineament 30 km to the west has been 
mapped by Chandra and inferred to mark the trace of an overthrust inclined to 
the east. If thin-skin tectonics are invoked, this failure plane may lie 5-10 
km deep under the epicentre in which case surface dislocation might be more 
evident at greater distances from the epicentre. 

REFERENCES 
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12. GEOLOGY IN THE VICINITY OF THE 1982 MIRAMICHI EARTHQUAKE 

L.R. Fyffe 
Geological Surveys Branch 

N.B. Department of Natural Resources 
P.O. Box 6000 

Fredericton, New Brunswick E3B 5Hl 

The epicentre of the earthquake lies along the axis of the 
northwest-trending Miramichi Geanticline (Wade et al., 1977) or Massif (Fyffe 
et al., 1981). The Massif is underlain by Cambrian-Ordovician psammite and 
pelite, foliated Ordovician granite and massive Devonian granite (see Figure 
12.1). The abundance of granitic rocks suggests the Massif is underlain by a 
thick continental crust. 

Tha Devonian granite in the area is part of a 800 km2 pluton that 
intrudes deformed Cambrian-Ordovician country rocks discordantly. The granite 
is a pink, coarse-grained, subporphyritic rock containing microcline crystals 
up to 3 cm in length; the phenocrysts rarely exhibit flow alignment. Biotite 
is the main mafia constituent but hornblende is present locally. 
Medium-grained equigranular red muscovite granite and fine-grained grey 
porphyritic biotite granite occur as dykes and irregular masses within the 
main granite. Numerous xenoliths of gabbro, ranging up to 3 km in width, are 
common in the southern portion of the pluton. The gabbro is net-veined by 
granite and grades to tonalite along its contacts with the main granitic 
mass. A ten-point Rb-Sr isochron of the various phases of the pluton yielded 
an age of 378~7 Ma ( \ = 1.42 x lo-lla-1). 

The country rocks have been metamorphosed to an alkali feldspar
cordieri te-andalusi te-biotite-muscovite hornfels up to 2 km from the pluton. 
Fibrolite is developed locally along the southern contact. This mineral 
assemblage together with the presence of primary muscovite in minor phases of 
the granite indicates crystallization of the granite at a depth between 10-15 
km. 

Faulting is known to affect some of the Devonian plutons within the 
Miramichi Massif. A major east-striking fault (Catamaran Fault) 20 km south 
of the epicentre displaces a granite pluton dated as 351~7 Ma. The fault 
movement is right-lateral strike-slip with less than 10 km of offset. 

The Devonian granite in the vicinity of the earthquake is generally 
massive and undeformed. However, during sampling of the granite for 
age-dating purposes in the summer of 1979 a narrow shear zone was observed in 
a new exposure on a logging road about 8 km northeast of the epicentre. 

Overburden in the area is composed of a bouldery ablation till ranging 
from 0.5 to 1.5 m in thickness. This morainal deposit marks the eastern 
margin of a major Wisconsin ice sheet that existed in the Tuadook Lake area 
prior to 11,200 BP. Postglacial emergence had begun by 10,000 BP (Hampton and 
Paradis, 1981). Because of the extensive overburden, it is possible for a 
major shear zone in the area to go undetected. 

A re-examination of bedrock exposures was done in the summer of 
a more detailed version of Figure 12.1 is available from the author. 
map covers the area bounded by 46°57'N and 47°02'N and by 66°28'W and 
at a scale of 1:15,840. 

1982 and 
The new 
66°39'W 
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13. MAGNETIC AND GRAVITY STUDIES OF THE EPICENTRAL REGION 
OF THE 1982 MIRAMICHI EARTHQUAKE 

Kenneth B.S. Burke 
Department of Geology 
University of New Brunswick 
Box 4400 
Fredericton, New Brunswick 
E3B 5A3 

J.J. Chandra 
Geological Surveys Branch 
N.B. Department of Natural Resources 
P.O. Box 6000 
Fredericton, New Brunswick 
E3B 5Hl 

A contribution to our knowledge of subsurface geology in the epicentral 
region of the 1982 Miramichi earthquake can be obtained from an analysis of 
magnetic and gravity data. This type of study may reveal the presence of 
hidden fault zones that are without surface expression or individual 
subsurface plutons that may be acting as stress concentrators. 

The epicentral region has been covered by two aeromagnetic surveys. One 
fluxgate magnetometer survey was flown in 1950 by the Geophysics Division, 
Geological Survey of Canada, and one rubidium-vapor magnetometer survey was 
flown in 1972 as a joint project of Energy, Mines and Resouces (EMR) and the 
New Brunswick Department of Natural Resouces, sponsored by the Canadian 
Department of Regional and Economie Expansion. The fluxgate magnetometer 
survey was flown at a nominal flight altitude of 500 feet above ground level 
with an average line spacing of 1/2 mile. Contour maps at 10-gamma intervals 
were published in 1953 at a scale of one inch to one mile (1:63,360). The 
epicentral region of the 1982 Miramichi earthquake is covered by Map 122G 
(Serpentine Lake) and Map 144G (Tuadook Lake). The high-sensitivity, 
rubidium-vapor magnetometer survey in 1972 was flown at 3000 feet above sea 
level (ground elevation in the epicentral region varies between 1000-1500 feet 
above sea level) with an average line spacing of 1000 feet. Maps contoured at 
2-gamma intervals were published in 1975 at a scale of 1:25,000. The 
epicentral region is represented by Maps 210/2a, 210/2b, 21J/15g and 21J/15h. 

Gravity data in the epicentral area are rather sparse. Gravity stations 
at 5 to 7 km intervals were observed in 1977 as part of a regional gravity 
survey by the Gravity Division, Earth Physics Branch, EMR (Open File No. 
77-4). However, only a couple of stations lie close to the epicentre and a 
more extended coverage is needed. 

Therefore a detailed gravity survey (station interval 1/4-1/2 km) was 
conducted during the summer of 1982 to complement existing data. In addition, 
in situ magnetic susceptibility measurements were also made on outcrops and 
samples were collected for density measurements to provide control for the 
quantitative interpretation of the gravity and magnetic data. The gravity 
survey was conducted within the area bounded by 46°55'N and 47°02'N and by 
66°29'W and 66°40'W. A preliminary map has been produced at a scale of 
1:20,000. Coverage was not uniform within the area, being limited largely to 
existing logging roads and bush trails. 

A preliminary interpretation of the aeromagnetic data supports the idea 
that near-surface granitic rocks close to the epicentre are characterized by 
homogeneity and simple geological structure. A compilation of the lst 
vertical-derivative values in the epicentral region based on Wallace and 
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Chandra (1981) is shown in Figure 13.1. The small derivative values and 
gentle gradients close to the epicentre contrast with the belt of larger 
derivative values and steeper gradients about 2 km to the south. This belt 
can be explained by the distribution of folded metasediments in this part of 
the region. Skinner (1975) reports that phyllite units in the metasediments 
contain finely disseminated crystals of magnetite and that paragneiss and 
amphibolite units contain up to 5% magnetite. The other smaller-amplitude 
derivative anomalies, with gentler gradients, around and to the north of the 
epicentre, suggest that crustal rocks at depth may be more heterogeneous than 
one is led to believe from surface exposures of granite. Whether the smaller 
anomalies can be explained by variations in the content of magnetic minerals 
in the granitic rocks, or whether it will be necessary to introduce blacks of 
denser and more mafic rocks into the model of the crustal structure, are 
questions that it is hoped to answer after the completion of summer fieldwork. 
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14. MIRAMICHI EARTHQUAKE - EPICENTRAL GEOLOGY, LINEAMENTS AND FIELD PLANS 

John Adams 
Earth Physics Branch 

Energy, Mines and Resources Canada 
Ottawa, Canada KlA OY3 

The geology of the epicentral region was mapped at 1:15,840 scale by L. 
Fyffe and G. Crouse in 1972-78 (New Brunswick Department of Natural Resources 
(NBDNR) maps L-11, L-12, M-11, M-12). In general terms the bedrock consists 
of a) deformed Cambro-Ordovician metasediments and an older "deformed" granite 
eut and intruded by b) a younger "undeformed" granite (Crocco, 1975). The 
epicentral area appears to lie almost entirely within the younger granite, and 
its southern edge is close to the east-west trending contact of the younger 
granite with the older deformed rocks (see Fyffe, Figure 12.1). 

The deformed sedimentary rocks are moderately metamorphosed and tightly 
folded on mostly NW-trending axes. They are commonly magnetic and 
consequently produce characteristic anomalies on aeromagnetic maps. The 
deformed granites occur in extended lobes that are concordant with the 
Cambro-Ordovician rocks and have a foliation or gneissosity parallel to trends 
in these rocks (i.e. NW-NNW). They give a whole-rock Rb/Sr age of 479 + 14 Ma 
(Fyffe et al., 1981). 

The younger granites of the area are typically massive with no 
deformational fabric and they tend to occur as globular bodies. The 
epicentral area lies within an extension of a larger granite body to the 
north. At its southern edge it cuts the deformed sediments and granites 
discordantly. The lack of a strong deformation fabric within these granites 
implies that they are post-Acadian Orogeny (Crocco, 1975), and they give a 
whole-rock Rb/Sr age of 378 = 7 Ma (Fyffe et al., 1981). To the north of the 
epicentral area, similar, undeformed granites are eut by several NW- to 
W-trending faults (Crocco, 1975); these faults may be the youngest structures 
so far recognized. L. Fyffe (Chapter 12) has observed a narrow shear zone in 
the granites near the epicentral area. 

The epicentral region has been extensively glaciated, and the bedrock is 
mostly covered by till. The orientation of striae and drumlinoid features 
indicates the area was glaciated from the WNW (Hampton and Paradis, 1981). 
Since the original geological mapping there has been considerable logging in 
the area, and many new exposures along the logging roads may be available for 
mapping when the snow melts. 

On the request of the Earth Physics Branch, the Canada Centre for Remote 
Sensing (CCRS) scheduled a flight over the epicentral area on January 13. 
However, aircraft problems and later bad weather in the epicentral area 
delayed the flight until January 19, and by then 0.5 m of fresh snow had 
fallen, effectively masking any subtle earthquake effects that might have been 
visible earlier. Between 1100 and 1300 A.S.T. on January 19, 245 km of 
north-south lines were flown at 7500' ASL (about 1900 m above average ground 
level) and were sufficient to cover a 25 km x 30 km region around the 
preliminary epicentre. During the flight, 9" x 9" black and white negatives 
were exposed to give stereoscopic coverage at a scale of about 1: 12,500 (CCRS 
air photograph rolls A40109 and A40110). At the same time a Multi-Spectral 
Scanner (MSS) recorded 10 visual and 1 infrared bands (CCRS tapes AR0521 and 
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AR 0522). Of the 267 negatives exposed, the 59 covering the region within 8 
km of the epicentral area were printed and examined for earthquake effects and 
lineaments. The MSS infrared band was printed as "quick-look" imagery, and 
likewise only selected parts of it were scrutinized. 

The resolution of the air photographs is such that the shadows cast on 
the snow by individual branches of isolated trees are clearly visible. 
Despite a careful search of the 20 photographs that covered the 4 km x 6 km 
epicentral area itself, no earthquake-related features were identified. While 
the infrared MSS did reveal areas of snow-free lake ice, no cracks were seen 
in them although cracking was reported by observers in the epicentral area. 

A lineament map (Figure 14.1) has been prepared for the area within 8 km 
of the epicentre from the 59 photographs. The dominant trend of the linears 
is WNW, but as this is also the direction of glaciation, very little can be 
said about the implications for underlying faults or other lines of weakness. 
Three features lying east-west across the epicentre, two along unusually 
straight and incised river channels and the third in a probable bedrock 
furrow, are thought to have some greater structural significance. In contrast 
to the strong WNW trends, there are few north-south linears. 

It is possible that the Miramichi earthquakes occurred on a 
gently-dipping fault that did not break the surface within the immediate 
epicentral area and indeed has no surface expression at all. Nevertheless 
rough calculations of the source volume expected for a magnitude 5.7 
earthquake and the fact that the aftershocks are confined to the uppermost 6 
km of the crust gave hope that a primary surface rupture might have been 
formed and might be found when the snow melted in the spring. Consequently 
EPB planned a cooperative field survey with the NBDNR to search for such a 
rupture, to map the geology of the epicentral region in further detail, and to 
perform various geophysical surveys. However, no substantial ground rupture 
was found during an examination in May. 
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Figure 14.1 Lineament Map (solid circles represent preliminary locations 
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15. FELT AREAS OF THE LARGER MIRAMICHI EARTHQUAKES OF JANUARY, MARCH AND 
APRIL 1982 AND OF THE TROUSERS LAKE EARTHQUAKE OF 16 JUNE 1982. 

Anne E. Stevens and Mary Cajka 
Earth Physics Branch 

Energy, Mines and Resources Canada 
Ottawa, Canada KlA OY3 

Intensity surveys by questionnaire and letter were conducted in January, 
April and June 1982 to gather information on the extent of the felt area and 
the severi t y of shaking during several of the larger earthquakes in 
northcentral New Brunswick. The questionnaire is reproduced at the end of 
this chapter. 

The first set of questionnaires was mailed shortly after 11 January to 
all postmasters in Atlantic Canada (i.e. New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, 
Nova Scotia and Newfoundland) and in eastern Québec (from Québec City 
eastward). The questionnaire asked specifically for information on the 
earthquakes of 09 January 12:53 UT and of 11 January 21:41 UT (magnitudes 
mb 5.7 and 5.4, respectively) and for information on any other earthquakes 
that had been felt. In addition to the postmasters, questionnaires were sent 
to the City or Town Engineer in the larger municipalities and to three CBC 
radio stations in Fredericton, Saint John and Moncton, New Brunswick. 
Listeners to these stations were invited to request and complete the 
questionnaires. A total of about 1600 questionnaires were distributed 
covering distances of 1000 km east and north of the epicentre, and 200 to 400 
km in Canada south and west of the epicentre. 

The second set of about 250 questionnaires was sent only to postmasters 
in New Brunswick on 02 April. This questionnaire also asked for information 
on two earthquakes - 31 March 21:02 UT and 02 April 13:50 UT, magnitudes 
mb(Lg) 4.8 and 4.3, respectively. An appeal was made through the media on 
01 April for residents who had felt the earthquake of 31 March to write a 
letter to us stating where they had been at the time of the earthquake, what 
they had been doing and what they had felt. This request was communicated to 
the media through the provincial Emergency Measures Organization in New 
Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia and the Gaspé region of Québec. 
About 150 letters were received, mainly from Prince Edward Island and New 
Brunswick. Some of these letters also contained observations about the 
January earthquakes. 

A third set of questionnaires was sent to all postmasters in New 
Brunswick and Prince Edward Island on 17 June requesting information about the 
earthquake of 16 June 11:43, magnitude mb(Lg) 4.6. 

Other earthquakes in northcentral New Brunswick have been felt locally 
from January to July 1982, but no other intensity surveys have been conducted 
by the Earth Physics Branch. 

In completing the January questionnaires, respondents who felt bath 
earthquakes did not always distinguish clearly between them. It was sometimes 
difficult to decide whether the reported effects were observed equally for 
both shocks. A similar problem was encountered with the March-April 
questionnaire. Only one earthquake was felt in June, so no ambiguity arose. 
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Contoured isoseismal maps showing Modified Mercalli intensities at each 
community will be published shortly. These isoseismal maps will include data 
from the United States gathered through questionnaire surveys by the U.S. 
National Earthquake Information Service (courtesy of Carl Stover) and by the 
Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory (courtesy of Ellyn Schlesinger-Miller). 

(See also the SSA abstract by Stevens in Chapter 23.) 
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OûtSitotMa~ 

This off.ce i1 '"king lnform11ion on an unhciuatr.e which 1ook pl1ce 11 \ha time and p!açe 
~ted below. W• w ish Io find out how 1uongty the a.hoct WH feU Il ditfetent distances 
from the epic:enua end to whal distances it wu noticeabl9. Thu1 U \ha lhock WH noc f9'& 
in Y'OU' convnl.llliry, U\i& intormetion is 111Y valuabla ta ut and wt would apprwciata your 
reply. Il is not nec:aUMV 10 giva yOUt nama. bul pleasa indic•t• your k>catk>n u che time of 
the unhqUikt. A post1Qe-p.ïd """" envetope it 1n1chtd fOf your c:onvMienc1. Piene 
douch th4 anvalope carefuUy bef0t9 proceeding. 

PleaM answer tho foUowinQ questtona: 

---- -·· · ··-~ 

Sc-. • T ecMologlo 

Cher MensWur ou Ch•r• Madame. 

Nous cherchons ~ oblri plut d' information IUf la uambl1tnant dt tOJrl qtM 1 au rieu • 
l'heuta et l'endroit indiqu61 ci-deuous. Convne noua cU5'fona •tuc:Mr rlnt1nait• en fonction 
de La distance, vouW1e1 nou1 rlpondte, mfme ai vou.1 n 'IYN pas ressenti ce choc dans voue 
k>callt6. Toute u1ponse. m6me Nigativ-. 1'1rit1 fott utile. Une vous est Pl• n6cnulre de 
1igner, mais nous vaut pdona da b'-n W\diQuer '9 nom de I' endroi1 oW voua •tiez •u moment 
dl la HCOUIM. Pout plus dt facili1', YOUI ll'OUWI ci-)olnt une tnve&opp. 1Hr.,chie. S.V.P .• 
tn 10U1 prem6er Jil\a d61.1cher r1nv1loppe-r'ponM IWC toin. . 

Veuilll.t r'pondi• aua quationa auivantet: 

Addt11.1/AdrHM---------------------------

City/V.U1 ______________ County/Com16 _________ _ 

Provin~--------------Po1111I Cod1/Cod1 Post.a ______ _ 

Telophone/Tf~ono-----------

bl WH th1 eanhquak1 feti by 1nyon1 in YQUI neivhbou•hood ,...., thl datt and titne 
indk111d. 

• • . No: P!eaM refold and poat f0t t1turn mail. 

.• . Ve1; Cat•------Tlmo-----· .. AM . .• PM 

Complet• the PERSONAL REPORT il you fclt the HrthQualt1. lt othctt f1lt the HrthQuake 
but yo u did not. sk ip the PERSONAL REPORT 1nd co""1~11 the COMMUNITY REPORT. 
W1 would 1ppreclilt1 1n earty retu1n. Th.,..k yo1.1 fot your time ~ infOfma\.ion. 

EartP'I Physics Branch 
Energy, Mines and Aesourc:ea Can01da 

Ploasa indic:all 1nv chanoea in vour mailing lddreta. 

bl Est·CI Qui veut ou quelqu'un dt YOlll YOlainagl avtl resaenti ~ u1mblement: de terri 
t la d111 11 t rhe\ilo indquéell 

, •• Non; V~ prier 11 quntJonnalt1 11 noua le retoum11 • 

, , . Oui: Olt•------Heurt-----· . . AM ... PM 

Veuânei remplit la aecdon 1ntitu'61 AAPPOAT PERSONNEL .. voua IVet ressenti Il tt1rn
bl1menl do terre. SI vous n'•wz Pll ressenti le Mlsme, mais • voua 1vez perWi i d'1uun 
qui l'ont relMflti. nuillez passer à la section intitui.e RAPPORT COLLECTIF. Nous vous 
priant de retoumet 11 questionnait• le plus rapidement possible et nous vous remerciant de 
nous fournit tempt el renMignemonta. 

Oir1ction do la physique du globe 
~no1gie. Mines et Reuourc11 Canada 

Euthquake of / TrembS.rnent d• t1n1 du 

__ Jl 
SA! JAH 09 Al 09:53 AST 1982 

AHD 
llOH JAH li Al 17! 41 AS! 1982 
DlSTINGUiSH Cl.EARLY SET~EH 
THl:SE TWO IH !OUR REPLY. 
DIO !OU FEEL OIHU OUAAES ' 

SAft 09 JAH A 081153 HHtl 1182 
ET 

LUH li JAH A 17H41 HHA 1982 
DISllHGUEUHT~~ LEô DEUX 
llAHS VOIRE REPQijS[, AVEZ· 
vous ~llAAOU[ o· .:~ r~E> CHOCS' l 

_) 

PERSONAl REPORT 

al Otd vou ;M'rsonally fee' the HnhQuake, , • . No .• . Vee 
bl Wet• you 1wakened by the eanhquake7 • .. No . .• Yet 
cl Wete you h ightened by tM eanhQUAkel .. , No .. . Y11 
dt W'1ft you •I • . • Ho'"I .. . WOfk .•. Othar __________ _ 
el Town and postal eode ot your location 11 Wn. of eanhqu1k1 ______ _ 
fi Nearn1 cross roadal __________________ _ 

g) Check your 1ciiviry when she 11rthqyak1 occuned: • • . Lying down . • • Sitting 
.•• Standing , •• WaUr.ing • • • Sleeping •• , Oriv6ni lcat ln mollon) 
.. . Othot---------

P'll Were vou .•• 11\Mje 0# •• • Outs6de1 
Il tr insid1. on whl t Oo0t were voul------
j) Vlbrauon could bl ducrib.s • , • • L.ighl ••• Gtadua. ••• Abrupt , • , Ho,evy 
Id Wa1 thera anv noiM, ... No . , • Faint . , . Mod111t1 , •• lo"4 
Il Noise came trom .. . Nonh •.. South . , • fisc .•. w .. 
ml Estimated dur~tion vr ah.alting , , • Sudden. Wrp • , • Lang 

llea 1h1n 10 ucJ 130-eQ llC.I 
ni Type of grouncJ where urthqualte waa fett ..• Oon'e know , • • Sandy loil 

••• Mushy •. • FUI •• • H~drock .•• 0.y aoil • • • Sand.atone, Umestone.11\M 

PERSONAL COMMENTS 

COMMUNITY REPORT 

Town and po11tal c0d1 ol the convnunity affocted __________ _ 
Population _____ _ 

OO NOT includl •HKU from other corrvnunities 

1. Check 009 fOf uch question 11\at ês 1ppricable 

el The eanftqu•lt• was fett by 
b) Thi9 eorthquelte awakened 
cl Thi$ oanhqu;,k• fr ightened 

... No one ••. Ff/W •.• S.....,., • •• Many , • • AU 
• • . No on• .. . Few •• • SOWt"al • •• Many • • • Ali 
• •• No one • • • Few . • • S1vet1I .•. Many • •• Ali 

2. Wh1t indoor phys.ical etf8'ts were noted in your communiry1 .•• None 

•I Windows. doo,., diahes rau~d 
bl Building1 cr•<1ked 
cl Ouilding1 uombs.d lahookl 1ttongty 
d l Hanging pic1utas lmore 1han ooel 

.. . No . •. Yn 
•.• No . •• Yn 
.•• No • , • Yu 
. • • Swung • •• Out of place • , • Fallon 

, ___ _ 
RAPPORT PERSONNEL 

a t Ave1-vou1 pe"°nnellament retsll'l&i le uemblement de ..,,., 
ba u seco1.11M voua •t-eU. m;ii.1 
cl LI .. coua.e voua •t-elle 1Hr1'('6l 

••• Non .• . Oui 
• •• Non •• • Oui 
• , • Non • •• Oui 

dl Ed•1·vou1 à .. • la maison , •• .., trawil .•. 1utre ________ _ 

11 Nom et code postal du lieu~ vou14dez au moment du""'"'------
fi L'intetWCtion la plu• prochel · 
gJ Au moment du tremblemlf'lt voua: ••• •tilz •tendu ••• 4tiei u.sil •• • 6tio1 debout 

•.• ll\ltCNu •• , dotrNe1 ••• conduüi ten mouvementJ • •• autr•---
hl Au moment du tremblitment YOUli •t1e1 • •• • l'ln"6rilvt •• • faxWieut 
U Si ~ou• 4ûat li flnt6rieur. • qUlll 6t1g11 _____ _ 
JI Selon voua. la viblalion •t1i1 • • • '6Qàt• , , • gradutU. , , • bNsque • •• forte 
kl Avaz·vou• perçu un brult1 , •. Non .•• faible • • • modlr6 , • , fort 
Il Selon YOUt. 11 bruit venait du ••• N0td ••• S1.1d , •. Est . • . Ouea1 
m) Selon vous. Ili llCOUIM fut •• • aoudalnl, viv• , • • longue 

lmolnede 10uc.I IJ0~11c.I 
ni le IOI ol) vous awi rnaend le tremblement dt terr• ut • • , lncoNtU 

•• . wblonnew• •• • mar•c.geux • . • compod dl remblai , • • tOC1W.u1 
•• • argileu• ••• calcalre 

COMMENTAIRES PERSONNELS 

RAPPORT COLLECTIF 

Nom et code postal du &ieu 1tfec1' P9f &I MCOUt:M -----------Population _____ _ 

Veuil&ez exclure &el effata prov.nant del WS. at villages avoi.an.nta. 

1. V1W1111 cachot i'1dJectif qui correspond le mieu• 

el ••• Aucun . •• Peu ••• Plusleut'I ••. li p!uC)art •• • Tous ont reuend 11 ucousu 
bl ..• Aucun •• , Peu • . . Plutieura .•• le plup1rt • , • Toua fu rent révein6t 
cl .• . Aucun • , • Peu ... PlusilUtl , .• le plupart • •• Toua furent 1tfr11y(i1 

2. Ouel1 1001 lei effila vi$Îbfet, petÇUI • rindrieur pat VOUI at \IOI voisina, reti~I IU 
tremblomont de terrai .• • Aucun 

11 Lot fen6trot. les ponea. la veiuelle ont vlbr' ••• Non .• , Oui 
bl le• batimonts ont cr1qu' .•. Non ... Oui 
cl Le• b~timentt ont v6br• tonement •.• Non • • • 01.M 

CONTINUEZ Â LA PACE l 



•J llquid in smaa conu1ine'11 .• , Slightty disturbed .•. Spined 
rJ Window PfinH ... Few c11dr.ed • . . Sorne btoken • . • M1ny broken 
gl W91e small objec11 ldtshH, knick· knacks., lampai 

•.. Unmoved . . . Moved . .. Owrtumed • . . Brohn 
h) W:n light furni1ure or smad apf>Laneot 

... Unmoved . , , Moved ... Over1umed ..• 01l'ft.lged Mrlously 
il Wu heavy furn iiure or · appli~et 

... Unmoved .•. Moved .• • Overtumed . •. Oam1ged &eriousfy 
Cid hangsng objects, doot'I swing1 
... No •.. Slightlv . .. Modcretety .. . V.olendy 

Ill C.;in vou estimate direction of swinging1 
. .. No .. . No11h / Sou1h . .. bst/Wen , . • Olh•---
Pendulum clockS ... F11ter Of' Slower ..• Stopped 

3. lndic11a effects to interior walls 1nd co~ing1 if 1nv: • • . None 

•I PluHtt / Stucco 
bl Wall panel• 
cl Ceihng tiles 

... large Cl'3cilt •.• Fel ln llrge amounts 
•.. Urge crack• .• • Fetl in large lmOttnta 
... Large cr11ck1 . . • Fel in large 1mount1 

4. Whï>t outdoOf phy,ieal etreets were noted in your conwnunity1 .. , None 

al Trocs •ind bushes shalte,, .• , Slightly •• . Modef'atoty ... Strong,., 
bl S t0>n_ding ve.hicles 1ockeo . , • Slightly . •. Moder1tety ..• Stronoty 
cl Moving •1eh1cles roclted ... Slighlly ••• Moder1tety .•• Suonoty 
dl Wï>ter spllshed onto sides or llkts, ponds. swinvning pools 

. . -: Na ... Ves -
el Elev:ued water tankt •.• Cradled .•• Twisted , • , Faaen (thrown down) 
fi lndustri1I cooling units •.• Oiaplaced , , • Rotated , , • Fanen 
g) Tomb1tones . . . Oispl.aced . •• Ctacked • •. Rot1ted •. , Finen 
hl Chimneyt 

.. . Br icks loo'SeneiJ ..• Twisted .. , Sorne fanen . •. Broken et roof fine 

. .. Au ra11en 
Rail1oad tr1clts bcnt . . . Srtqhtly ... Gre1try 
S1ono or brick fcnces / wans ... Open Crack• . , . Fanon .• . onuoyed 

kl Underground pipes .•. Broken ... Out of MfVÎce 
11 H!g'1wavs ot streets . . . Large c11dc1 • • . Large displac:ements 
ml S1dew1lk1 . • . Largo cr1ck1 . . • Large diçlaettTWnts 

5. •I Check bolow any structurel d.lmagt 10 buildinqt , .. None 

Foun d11ion . , . Cracked . , . Outroyed 
lnteri0t w1lls ... Split •. . Sep111red trom ceilino ot ftoot ••• F~nen 
EateriOf watla . •. Large cradct •. . Sulged outwlrd •• • Partial coftiPWd 

. •• Toi• coltapsed 
Building • •. Movld on foundldon ••• Shifted off foundition 

bl Whll tvpe(IJ of consvucsion wu tht buiJding th1t lhowed thl1 dameoe7 
... Wood .. . Siant ..• Brick veneer • , , Qthef _______ _ 

... Brick .. . Cinderblock ... Reinf01ced concrert ••. Mobae home 

cl What wu the fvpofsl of gtound under the building1 . , . Oon' t know 
· .. Sandy soil .• . Marshy . , • Fill .• • Harc1 rock . , . Clay soil 
. .. S:endstone. limc.tone, ahale 

C0"4flNUE ON fO itAGE ' 

dl Wat the ground: . , • Levet • •. SlopinQ .. . Steep1 

el Che:clt th.e epproaimlte 1ge of \he building: 
•• . Buih bafore 1935 . • • Builc 1935-65 .. . Buih eher 1965 

6. Check boSow .,..., 11ruc""al damege to ••• None 

11 Brtdgn/Overpeuet . •• Concret• .. . Wood . . . Steel ••• Other __ 
OarNge WH , •• Slighl , .• Mod•et• • •• Swere 

bl Dam• ... Concrete .• . E.erth fil • , , Other·--------
Oamage wu .. . Sfight • • , Moder1te .• • SIWf• 

7. VV'hlt geologic: effectt were noted ln vour eonvnunity1 .• • None 

11 Ground ctlCkS • , • Wtt GrO\md , , . Steeo elooft , .. Ory 1nd 1evel ;rounds 

bl Landslldn . • • Smol • •• Lafll• 

d Slumping .• • Rivtr bank •• • Road fil • •• Llnd fiZI 

dl Were s.prin;t or weG watltf ditturtied , . • Level changed ... Flow disturt>ed 
••• Muddied ••. Oon' t know 

el W0te rivers 0t 1lkn chlngedP , •• Yn • •• No . , . Don' t know 

B. What percenuoe of buildings were dameged7 . . . None 

11 Withln 2 city blockt of your location 
.. . None , . , Fow !about 5%1 , •• Many labour 50%1 
, .. Malt C1bout 75%1 

bl ln your communlrv 
• .• None ... Fow f1bou1 6,.1 •. . M..., (ebout !i0%1 
.•. Most (lboU1 75%1 

0 
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dt Plus d'un cad1e eux mu,.. . .• onl balane• . .. ae 1on1 déplicés 
. .. sont tombés 

•I Du l~uide d.lns des l)elitt contenani. .. , s'est agit' &égère:nent 
... t esi 1envers4 1 

fi let vitres .• . peu furent Ml•es . .. quelques-unes furent brislet 
, •• ptuWu,.. furonl bris.ffs 

gl les petits obje11 lv1tsseno, btbelots. lampes) furent 
. .. immobiles • •. dl)pfacds . .. renversés •.. cas"'• 1 

hJ les ~~ lfo•~ ou les pa1i111ppareils ménagers turent , 

~~ ;:::;iu;ds'o~~:C:;pa~~~ '~~:.~~ ,~;_-,,~riwHnwmt •ndomm-oU 

l~~ :b:'spe~dt'i:'~~~~ ~~:·:;:;:s ... s4rieuse~nt endomm.g•s 

kl S~k>'::OU,· ~!~:~~';ti~~s ÎÎ1ie~1°~:~~': di;~ci:lemme'l' 
i_;~ ~;~;;,·. b~i~!::/Sud . •. Esi / Oues1 .. . autt•-' -----

... sont pfus flpides ou plus lentn . • , '° sonl 1mHfes 1 

3. VeuiUer indiQuer s ' il y eut un effet sur les surfaces int.0.Urn . .. Aucun 

:~ :~~~~~:·~;.,~bri·q'!.rgi~c'!:r~~?) .. . cMte Mnportante da m~t,tiau• 
••. luga fia.sures . . . chûte imgortante de m11•rïau• . 

cf cane.au de plafond ... largea fissuros ... chûll imponante de m1t6riau• 

4. Ouelt tont let effets vhiblos, perçus• fextfr'-ur. dant voue voi~go1 .•• Aucun 

aJ Les arbres ot les buis.sons tremblèrent 
- - • - l•gltemenr - . . . modér•ment . .. fortement 
bl LH V(ihiculn a ran•t •'•gitèrent 

••• légàrement .•. modfrdment . . , for,.ment 
cl Les véhicules en mou .... men1 s'1gi1trent 

• .. ~tremeni . .. mod4r6ment ... fortement 
d) L"ew fui projelde sur le botd dn lacs. dct dtangs et dn piscinet 

• • • Non •• . Oui 
el les rdservoirs d'eau 1t1spondus furent ••• fendln • •• tordua •• , renversds 
0 Les oppareils industriels de relrotdtssement ' 

.•• ae sont déplacds ... ont p/vol.t .• • 10nt tombês 
g) LA.t pie,,es 1omb1les . 

. . . H sont dt\pl.ac:6es .. . M sont fissurffs . •. ont pivot• · .•. sont tom~eJ 
hl Les c~e~e1 subirent les dommaon 1uiv1n11 , •• décoüement des briques 

• •• pivotement . . . chùto de certaines brKiuet .•. bris de la cheminée au 
niw1u du toit ••• chôte de toute i.. cheminée 

11 les 11i11 de chemin de fit' furent courW1 . , . J6gèrement ..• sévffemont 
j> let mUf'I ou ln c:Sôtures el'\ pierre ou en brique · • 

. .. .. tont Wz1tdb . . , sont tomb4s . , . M>nl détruits 
Id let c.1n1li111tions 1oute,,1ines 

..• H sont rompun . .• sont dovenurs inu1iliubles 
11 Let grandes roules et les ruee ••. ae son1 crovau~es . . , se tonl <Uptactes 
mJ ltt uonoirt . .• M sont crsvasaèa • • • se sont déplacis : 

5. 1J VeuilH eochlf cl-dessous let dommegn 1tructu11u• c1usl!' 1ul•I b.1timet'lt(1J 
• • . Aucun 

fondations ... fl11urfn ... <Ntruitn 
mur1 int,tieutt .•. fendus .. , détaçMs du plancher ou du pfafond 
. • . tombft 
m!Ms ea!4ri9urs ... llurdff . . . i:M jetts ..,.,.. rurértouf 
.. . per11e"-nent kroulfs ... totalement •c1oull1 
b41iment •.. ddpl.lct sur les fond11~n1 . jetf en bes del fondation9 

bl A qu• genre da construction appartenait le(•I Wtimentlsl endommlgtlall 

, . , bois .. • pierre ... revêtement de briqua , •• autre _____ _ 
• • , bliQua , •. bloc de cimen1 , •. bdton armt ••. ma.ison mobile 

Cl Qu .. genre de toi H trOUVIÏI SOUi '9(1J batimentf1J7 
•• • inconnu .• , sablonneux •• , m1,•c.1geua 
. , • compost de remblli • •• rocaÏUeY• , • • argileu• ••• uQire 

dl Esl-ce-que le tett1in •Qit .. . plat •• • ponte &égè,. ••• i»nt• prononcée 

el Selon vout, te b~liment fut çanatruil .. : 1v1nc 193S .•. enU'e 1935 et 1965 
••• après 1965 

S. Veuillez indiquer, Il besoin nt, le• donvn1oes 1U\lctu11u• 1u11 consiructions 
auiv.,,1et: • •• Auçun 

al pontt /vllduct .• . b4ton •• • bod ... 1det ••. IUtret -----
les dégjts jt1ienl •• • l401rs ••• mod4rb ••. lmponanu 

b) bltteget , • • béton . • • rembllyf de terre , •• eutre ------
lu déQitt •taien& • •• '4gert .•• "'°"''" .. , impOJ11nts 

1J crevasses dans le sol 
• • • tert1in 11C Il p&al 

••• 11nein mouml 

b) gliSHments de ter11iri .. . petitt . , • grandi 

, .• pentes prononc••I 

cJ ttf1luemonts . • • bord de fiviàra ..• remblll pour toute 
, •• rembl1i pour terrain 

dl eau d• source et do puits • • • changement du nive1u 
... modificodon du d•bit . .• présence de bout •• , ewcunt opinion 

el lei rivitrn et IH lacs ont·ilt chlno•1 .•• Oui ••• Non •• • aucune opinion 

&. Quel est le pourcent1ge d• bStimtnu endommeo•• •.. Aucun 

al Ji.. rintOrleur de 2 pitb de melsons dans votre voil1nlge7 
, •• aucun . • , peu lenvilon 6%) , , • plusieurs (environ !0%J 
.• . Il plupar1 tenviton 75'6.J 

bl Dans votre vin• ov villagel 
. , • aucun , , . peu !environ 6%1 .•• plusieurs lenvLron 60'6) 
. , , li ptupar1 lenvWon 75,.I 
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16. INTENSITY SURVEY OF THE JANUARY 9, 1982 
NEW BRUNSWICK, CANADA, EARTHQUAKE 

Ellyn Schlesinger-Miller, Noel Barstow and Alan Kafka 
Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory 

Palisades, New York 10964 

We have collected over 1400 earthquake questionnaires for the New 
Brunswick, Canada earthquake of January 9, 1982. These felt reports have come 
from all of the New England states, as well as New York. Modified Mercalli 
intensities range from I (not felt) to V. Most people in Maine experienced 
intensity III-IV, and many were awakened by the earthquake. In the other 
states, most people experienced intensity II-III. The boundary of the felt 
area appears to run through southern Connecticut and Rhode Island to the 
south, and eastern New York to the west. We are compiling these data into an 
intensity map, along with the Canadian data collected by the Seismological 
Service of Canada, Earth Physics Branch. 

(See also the SSA abstract by these same authors in Chapter 23.) 
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17. SURVEY OF BUILDING DAMAGE IN NEW BRUNSWICK CAUSED BY THE 1982 
NEW BRUNSWICK EARTHQUAKE 

INTRODUCTION 

G. Pernica and A.H.P. Maurenbrecher 
Division of Building Research 

National Research Council of Canada 
Ottawa, Canada KlA OR6 

A survey investigating the effects of the 1982 New Brunswick earthquakes 
on residential, commercial and institutional buildings was conducted by the 
authors during the week of January 25. Municipalities situated within a 
110-km circle about the epicentre were visited. These included the three 
cities of Fredericton (110 km from the epicentre), Bathurst (100), and 
Campbellton (110); the four towns of Newcastle (80), Chatham (85), St-Léonard 
(100), and Grand Falls (85); and the six villages of Doaktown (60), Kedgwick 
(90), St-Quentin (80), Plaster Rock (60), Perth-Andover (85), and Bath (90). 
All are i n Zone 2 of the seismic zoning map of Canada (design acceleration = 
0.04 g, probability of exceedance 0.01 per annum). Most of the 
earthquake-related damage was noticed after the main shock (magnitude 5.7) on 
January 9 or the largest aftershock (magnitude 5.4) on January 11. 

BUILDING CONTENTS 

Items on Shelves Attendants at liquor stores in Doaktown, Kedgwick and Grand 
Falls reported that bottles rattled and clinked on their shelves but none fell 
over or off the shelves. The front of these shelves have raised edges, making 
it difficult for bottles to simply slide off. However, the same situation was 
repeated at retail stores that were visited - no merchandise fell down. In 
single-family residential structures, two people reported falling items. A 
curling trophy fell off a shelf in Plaster Rock and a preserve jar fell from a 
basement shelf in Perth-Andover. 

Ceiling Tiles Flapping ceiling panels were noticed by sales personnel in 
single-storey retail stores in Doaktown and Chatham. 

BUILDINGS 

Summary The earthquakes did no serious damage to any of the buildings 
surveyed. Where there was damage, it was restricted to cracks in foundation 
walls (poured concrete, which is the most common, concrete-blo~k or stone), 
concrete-block walls, plaster-lathe wood partitions and joints in gyproc 
panelling. No recent cracks were observed in exterior clay-brick veneer. 

Aside from the production of some new cracks, the earthquakes tended to 
widen existing cracks, many of which were seen for the first time and 
therefore were assumed to have been caused by the earthquakes. One such 
crack, a construction joint in a concrete basement wall, was probably there 
since the building was built, although the person who pointed it out thought 
it was new. 
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Chimneys No brick chimneys fell down although there were some reports of 
falling bricks. This was surprising for many chimneys were in such poor 
condition that they appeared ready to collapse at any moment (Figure 17.1). 

Buildings Surveyed The major buildings surveyed (ten in number) consisted of 
a five-storey office building, a four-storey senior citizens' home, two 
two-storey high schools, two two-storey hospitals, two two-storey post office 
buildings and two one-storey shopping malls. The oldest structure was 
approximately 25 years old. Most of the buildings had either a reinforced 
concrete or a structural steel frame. Concrete blockwork was often used for 
infill walls and partitions, and in a few cases for loadbearing walls. 

Blockwork Cracks were observed in concrete blockwork (Figures 17.2 and 
17.3). Many appear to be either existing shrinkage cracks or settlement 
cracks, which had been extended in size and length by the earthquakes, or 
previously repaired cracks that had reopened. Cracks were also seen at the 
intersection of interior partitions and exterior walls (Figure 17.4), and 
between 9-metre high exterior infill walls and vertical steel columns 
(Figure 17.5). 

Many of the block walls lacked control joints and joint reinforcement, 
and some buildings were built on fill. Probably most of the older blockwork 
walls do not have the minimum horizontal and vertical reinforcement that is 
required by the 1980 National Building Code of Canada for Seismic Zone 2. 

Stairwells Damage to stairwell walls was observed in two buildings. The 
first, a four-storey senior citizens' home in Bathurst, has a T-shaped plan 
view with a building separation joint the full height of the building near the 
stem of the tee. The top of the tee was built on fill and it appears to have 
moved relative to the other half of the building as a result of the 
earthquakes. A stairwell is adjacent to the separation joint (Figure 17.6a). 
The wall of the stairwell, adjacent to and parallel to the joint, is probably 
a plaster-finished concrete block wall. Based on the observed damage to this 
wall, it appears to be unintentionally connected across the separation joint 
(plans for the buildings have not yet been seen). The damage to the wall 
increased with storey level: hairline cracks in the plaster between the first 
and second floors, large visible cracks and spalled plaster between the third 
and fourth floors (Figures 17.6b to 17.6d). 

In the second building, a two-storey hospital in Perth-Andover, the 
stairwel l was located at the end of one of the hospital wings. The damage to 
the plaster-coated stairwell walls was less severe than that observed in the 
senior citizens' home (Figures 17.7a, 17.7b). 

Gyproc Panels Damage to gyproc panels used as interior cladding was observed 
in several one- and two-storey retail stores. The most notable case occurred 
in a one-storey department store in Chatham. Vertical floor-to-ceiling cracks 
throughout the interior of the store occurred at vertical joints in the gyproc 
cladding attached to the exterior walls (steel frame with blockwork infill 
walls clad with brickwork) (Figure 17.8). The location of the cracks 
coincided with the location of movement joints in the exterior brick cladding. 
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COMMENTS ADDED BY THE EDITOR FROM CONVERSATIONS WITH THE AUTHORS 

Except for Fredericton, few buildings in New Brunswick are higher than 
two storeys, and most buildings are wood-frame. All building damage observed 
could be classified as architectural or cosmetic damage. No structural damage 
was seen. Repairs could be made by a local tradesman, such as a painter. Not 
all cracks were sufficiently noticeable to require repair. In a few cases, 
steps were being taken to strengthen existing structures to comply with the 
seismic requirements of the current National Building Code of Canada. 

In some cases it was reported that cracks had appeared only after the 
strong aftershock of Monday afternoon (January 11). These cracks had not been 
visible during a close inspection following the Saturday earthquakes (January 
09) . 

Houses were not examined for lack of time. The numerous reports of 
"cracked basements" in various communities may be explained in part, at least, 
as a widening and/or lengthening of pre-existing shrinkage or settlement 
cracks that either were not noticed prior to the January earthquakes or were 
too small to have been seen even if the resident had looked. 

(The authors are preparing a detailed report on their survey of building 
damage in New Brunswick, which will be issued as a Technical Note of the 
Division of Building Research, National Research Council of Canada.) 
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Figure 17.1 Pieces of the chimney have fallen off; 
chimney in poor condition 
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Figure 17.2 Cracks in exterior 
black walls between 
window and corner 
column. 

Post Office, 
Newcastle 
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Figure 17.3 
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Cracks in 9m high, e x ternal, non-loadbearing, 
gymnasium walls. 

School, Newcastle 



Figure 17.4 
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Vertical crack at junction of the internal 
block partition and the external block infill 
wall 

Post Office, Newcastle 



Figure 17.5 
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Vertical cracks at junction of 9m high, 
external, non-loadbearing, infill block 
walls and steel columns. 

School, Newcastle 
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Figure 17 . 6a Vertical separation joint next to stairwell 

Senior Citizens' Home, Bathurst 



Figure 17.6b 
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Cracking in steps along wall adjacent to the 
separation joint (between third and fourth 
floors). Earthquake widened existing cracks. 

Senior Citizens' Home, Bathurst 



Figure 17.6c 
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Cracking in stairwell wall nex t to 
separation joint (first landing between 
third and fourth floors) 

Senior Citizens' Ilome, 13athurst 



Figure 17. 6d 
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Cracking and spalling in stairwell wall 
next to building separation joint 
(second landing between third and fourth 
floors) 

Senior Citizens' Horne, Bathurst 
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Cracking in stairwell (door to the 
second floor) 

Hospital, Perth-Andover 
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Cracking in stairwell wall above first landing. 

Hospital, Perth-Andover 
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Figure 17.8 Vertical cracks in gyproc 

Department store, Chatham 
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18. EFFECTS OF THE MIRAMICHI EARTHQUAKE IN 
NORTHEASTERN MAINE AND ADJACENT NEW BRUNSWICK 

Patrick J. Barosh 
Weston Observatory 

Department of Geology and Geophysics 
Boston College, Weston, MA 02193 

"Well, it's very scary. I know I'm glad I wasn't alone in the house 
when it happened 'cause I didn't know what to do - I just froze. I looked at 
my husband and said, 'What's going on?' and he said, 'Oh, it must be the snow 
plow.' And I said, 'No, it's not the snow plow.' And then he said, 'Snow 
must be coming off the roof', but I said, 'No, it's not that 'cause it's tao 
cold.' And he said, 'I checked the pump in the basement. That was okay.' 
Then I looked at Ernest and said, 'You don't suppose it could be a tremor?' 
and never believed you know." (Bristol, New Brunswick, January 9, 1982). 

Following the earthquake on the morning of January 9, the office of 
Walter Anderson, Maine State Geologist, served as a clearinghouse for damage 
reports from the State Highway Patrol and Civil Emergency Preparedness 
Agency. As soon as widespread reports of miner damage in eastern Maine were 
verified, a team was assembled to investigate earthquake effects on the west 
side of the epicentre in Maine and New Brunswick and to deploy portable 
seismographs in Maine. The team (W.A. Anderson, P.J. Barosh, G.L. Morrison, 
M.H. Pease, Jr., and J. Peterson) assembled the next day (January 10) at 
Presque Isle, Maine, where Dr. William Forbes of the University of Maine, 
Presque Isle, had collected local information with the considerable aid of 
Wayne Knight of radio station KCZX. 

A survey was made of damage in the region around Presque Isle in 
northeastern Aroostook County, Maine, and in towns in New Brunswick west of 
the epicentre (Figure 18.1). Southeastern Aroostook County was investigated 
by Nancy A. Benn of the Civil Emergency Preparedness Agency and Washington 
County to the south by Caroline LePage of the Maine Geological Survey. Their 
observations are not included in this report. Earthquake questionnaires were 
also distributed throughout the State by the Maine Geological Survey. 

This report will present a brief outline of effects in Aroostook County 
and adjacent New Brunswick. More detailed reports on damage and animal 
behaviour are in preparation and some follow-up studies are planned. The 
extremely cold weather, wind and snow caver hampered the investigation and 
prevented a planned traverse of the epicentral area. 

INTENSITY 

The earthquake was felt by nearly everyone in northern Maine and 
adjacent New Brunswick and sent many frightened people out into the streets 
despite the extremely cold weather. The most common reaction of residents was 
thinking that their furnace had blown up. The general Modified Mercalli 
intensity for the region appears to be V. Very little damage was done, but 
scattered local damage occurred in many towns within a 35-km wide belt through 
eastern Aroostook County, Maine, which is 90 to 160 km west of the epicentre, 
and in some towns in New Brunswick, 50 to 100 km west of the epicentre (Figure 
18.1). 
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The epicentral area is forested wilderness with only scattered cabins 
(Figure 18.2). The reported damage appears to be uniform across the region 
surveyed without any perceivable increase towards the epicentre. In fact, 
greater effects were seen in Presque Isle, Maine, at 115 km, than at Plaster 
Rock, New Brunswick, (60 km), which is the closest town west of the 
epicentre. Only minor cracks in the roadway occurred at bridges along the 
Renous highway (Hwy 108) that passes about 17 km south of the epicentre. 

TYPES OF DAMAGE 

The most common type of damage reported is cracked and disturbed 
basement walls, and cracks in asphalt roads and parking lots (Figure 18.3). 
Other types are minor cracks in cinder block (Figures 18.4 and 18.5) and in 
brick walls and chimneys, broken windows, cracks in corners of plaster walls 
and molding seams, cracks in ground, loosened stovepipes, minor separation at 
bridge expansion joints, toppling of a few items from shelves and fallen 
woodpiles. A few minor fires were reported from loosened stovepipes. These 
observations are almost all from the main shock on January 9. Only very minor 
damage was reported from the large aftershock on January 11. There was 
considerable snow cover when our survey was conducted and more damage may be 
discovered after the spring thaw. 

Many of the houses in the region are old and some of the basement cracks 
are almost certainly the widening and extension of previously existing ones. 
The observed road cracks were fresh (Figure 18.3) and only a couple could be 
ascribed to reopening of older frost cracks. Frost cracks can form from 
tensional forces in the ground due to rapid freezing. The unusually cold 
weather, reported to have caused the ground to freeze to a depth as much as 
2.3 m at Caribou, Maine, may have created some tension that aided in forming 
the numerous cracks caused by the earthquake. Most of the observed cracks 
trend northerly. 

OBSERVATIONS IN PRESQUE ILE, MAINE 

The local minor damage at Presque Isle, Maine, is typical of the kind 
listed for the region, and the more major examples show some interesting 
features. One of the road cracks near Bucks Construction and Masonry Supplies 
passes under the building resulting in a broken plate glass window, but not in 
toppling any shelf items (Figure 18.6). The older campus buildings at the 
University of Maine, Presque Isle, have cracks that radiate from the corners 
of the buildings through the surrounding asphalt (Figure 18.7). One of the 
new buildings on campus, Folsom Hall, (Figure 18.8) has hairline cracks around 
and through cinder blocks (Figures 18.5 and 18.9) cracked seams (Figure 18.10) 
and cracked glass brick (Figure 18.11) on the third floor of the northeast 
wing. The walk in front of the Dunkin Donut, in the centre of town, rotated 
upward on its outer edge enough to break loose some floor tiles and throw the 
doorway out of alignment. The walk had been previously cracked and repaired. 

OTHER EFFECTS 

River and lake ice was not generally reported to have been affected by 
the earthquake; however, it was snow covered. At one place ice was heard to 
crack during the earthquake and at two other places ice cracks were attributed 
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to the earthquake. A few small ice cracks, along which water squirted out, 
occurred on the South Renous River at the Renous highway (Hwy 108). 

Strange animal behaviour was widely reported. This occurred the night 
before (January 8) around 10:30-11:30 p.m. E.S.T., shortly before the main 
shock (January 9) and during the felt earthquakes. A foreshock was recorded 
by the Weston seismograph network at 11:05 p.m. on January 8 with a magnitude 
too small to calculate; the threshold level is about magnitude 1.5 • A few 
reports described the animals as behaving in an unusual manner for three days 
prier to the earthquake. 

The strange animal behaviour included unusually affectionate cats, 
haywire cats, weird dogs, rabbits not eating, cows refusing to be milked, 
herses staying out of the stables and a squirrel running and squeaking in an 
attic. Also "masses" of rabbits were seen on the streets of Presque Isle the 
night before and locally abundant fresh rabbit and rodent tracks were seen 
(Figure 18.12). Humans reacted to the earthquake in different ways 
(Figure 18.13). In addition, there is a report of goldfish that "have just 
been sitting on the bottom of the tank kinda glup, glup, glup". 
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New Brunswick showing towns in which some damage occurred. 
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Mortar crack in cinder black wall, Dunkin Donut, Presque 
Isle, Maine. 

Crack in third f loor north wall of the east wing of Folsom 
Hall, University of Maine, Presque Isle. The upper left 
crack was present prior to the earthquake but may have been 
lengthened. 
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Folsom Hall, University of Maine, Presque Isle; view 
southeast. East wing on the left. 

Hairline mortar crack at window opening, east side of the 
third floor of the east wing of Folsom Hall, 
University of Maine, Presque Isle. 
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Figure 18.10 
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Cracked seam in northwest corner of third floor of the east 
wing of Folsom Hall, University of Maine, Presque Isle. 

Cracked glass brick above windows on third f loor of the east 
wing of Folsom Hall, University of Maine, Presque Isle. 
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19. REPORT ON THE 1982 MIRAMICHI, NEW BRUNSWICK, EARTHQUAKE 

Ralph Hudson 
Department of Municipal Affairs 

N.B. Emergency Measures Organization 
P.O. Box 6000 

Fredericton, New Brunswick E3B 5Hl 

On January 9, 1982, an earthquake occurred in the central part of New 
Brunswick. It was reported that the epicentre was around the Holmes Lake 
area. Energy, Mines and Resources Canada informed my office that a team of 
seismologists from Ottawa would be arriving in Fredericton, New Brunswick that 
evening and would be proceeding to the earthquake area. I was asked to 
accompany them. 

As a member of New Brunswick Emergency Measures Organization, my role in 
the Miramichi earthquake was to co-ordinate existing resources of the Province 
of New Brunswick, and to offer assistance to the Federal, Provincial and 
American scientists who were working near the epicentre. Because the 
earthquake occurred at a time when weather was a problem, it was necessary to 
ensure that roads were kept clear of snow and that transportation for the 
scientists was readily available when required. This necessitated contacting 
many Provincial Departments in the area, such as: Transporation, Natural 
Resources, and Municipal Affairs, as well as the Royal Canadian Mounted Police 
who constitute the provincial police force. 

It was determined by the seismologists that the epicentre was near 
Holmes Lake, a remote, wooded, unpopulated area, liberally interspersed by 
rivers, streams and hills. The epicentre was approximately 100 km west of 
Newcastle, adding to the already difficult problem of keeping roads clear for 
daily travel in the area to check on scientific equipment. Unusually frigid 
temperatures (-20° to -40°C) also caused problems for the scientists and for 
co-ordination of the effort. It became necessary, to ensure the safety of 
everyone involved, to place some restrictions on travel from our base at 
Newcastle to the epicentral area. 

Co-operation among everyone concerned made the job of co-ordinating 
resources much easier. The invaluable assistance of many employees of the 
Provincial and Federal Government Departments, and the awesome dedication of 
all the scientists proved to be an invaluable learning experience. I 
appreciated the opportunity to be on hand. 

Since January I have continued to be involved in the co-ordination of 
scientists who are returning to the earthquake area for further studies. 

(The author also wrote a report for the Premier of New Brunswick in late 
February. This report, which details the activities day-by-day from January 9 
to February 5, shows how the field survey gradually expanded from a few 
Canadian scientists with three seismographs to a joint Canadian-American field 
project with participation by more than 16 Canadian and 10 American scientists 
and engineers and by countless employees of the Province of New Brunswick.) 
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20. THE MIRAMICHI EARTHQUAKES: THE MEDIA RESPOND TO AN INVISIBLE EMERGENCY 

INTRODUCTION 

Joseph Scanlon 
Emergency Communications Research Unit 

School of Journalism 
Carleton University 

Ottawa, Canada KlS 5B6 

The Miramichi earthquakes of January 1982 in central New Brunswick were 
not a media event in the sense that the media took something otherwise 
unnoticed and played it up. They were, however, a media event in a number of 
other ways. Almost as soon as the first earthquake was over, there was a 
public demand for information and the media, especially radio, largely 
satisfied that demand. Not only that, there was a demand for specific 
information from emergency agencies such as fire, police and the provincial 
Emergency Measures Organization (EMO). The news media satisfied that demand 
as well. And, most important, the media, in satisfying these demands, used 
editorial discretion. They decided what version of the event would be 
disseminated and which sources would be used. 

Why were the news media, especially radio, so important? One reason was 
that the official agencies - fire, police, EMO - found themselves frustrated. 
Since the earthquakes caused little damage and no injuries, these agencies had 
nothing to respond to. They had to deal with an information emergency, in a 
sense, an invisible emergency. They were not well-equipped to do that, but 
the media were. Equally important, while the emergency agencies, especially 
the provincial EMO and the federal Emergency Planning Canada (EPC) had 
difficulty communicating, the media did not. They worked smoothly together in 
meeting the demands for information. 

When the first Miramichi earthquake occurrred on Saturday, January 9, 
some persons in New Brunswick realized almost immediately what was happening. 
They had experienced the noise and vibration of an earthquake elsewhere: in 
the Queen Charlotte Islands off Canada's west coast, in eastern Ontario during 
the forties, overseas during World War II. Others recalled the last 
earthquakes easily felt in New Brunswick, in 1925 and 1929. 

Most persons, however, were caught unawares. Even if they had had 
earthquake experience, they needed time to apply it. 'Persons checked their 
furnace or an electrical appliance. They looked outside for a snowplow, truck 
or train or looked overhead for a jet. Having exhausted these possibilities, 
they either deduced what · had happened or, more likely, asked someone. They 
also turned on the radio. 

The immense amount of interpersonal activity that follows any unexpected 
event is called convergence. In some parts of New Brunswick, its effects were 
very clear. In Bathurst, for example, it was sufficient to "busy out" all 
downtown telephone exchanges for half an hour. It caused similar problems in 
parts of suburban Fredericton. 

The first earthquake, therefore, triggered a massive search for 
information. This study is about that search for information and its 
effects. It is based on research conducted by the Emergency Communications 
Research Unit (ECRU) of Carleton University during the two weeks following the 
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two most severe earthquakes. (The unit, which is funded by the federal crisis 
agency, Emergency Planning Canada, had been on stand-by since the autumn.) 
ECRU is an independent research unit which specializes in responding to 
unexpected events. Since it was formed in 1970, it has completed studies of 
everything from murders and hostage takings to fires and toxic spills, to 
snowstorms, a mudslide, a windstorm, a tornado and a building explosion. 

METHOD 

ECRU's approach to research involves three main thrusts (Scanlon and 
Taylor, 1977). First, data are collected from a sample of persans in the 
affected area. Secondly, the original sample interviews are followed up. 
Thirdly, interviews are done with persans not in the sample, persans drawn 
from key organizations relevant to the study being done. 

ECRU researchers from Ottawa went to New Brunswick four days after the 
first earthquake and began to interview 60 people chosen at random in each of 
Plaster Rock, Bathurst and Fredericton. The selection of these communities 
and the ori ginal sample size were, of course, to some extent arbitrary. The 
village of Plaster Rock was selected because it is quite small (population 
just 1,201) and because it was the community closest to the earthquake's 
epicentre. It was assumed that any major problems would have occurred in that 
area. Bathurst, a small city northeast of the epicentre, was selected because 
it is a somewhat larger community (15,586 persans) and because its population 
- a mixture of English and French - gives it a different flavour. Fredericton 
(population 42,333) was selected because it was south of the epicentre and, as 
the provincial capital, offered a prospect for examining a different style of 
community. (It would have been necessary to do a number of the follow-up 
interviews in Fredericton in any case.) 

RESULTS - INITIAL INTERVIEWS 

The preliminary results from interviews in the three communities show 
the interpersonal communication. In all three communities, many persans had 

Summary of Initial Interviews 

How Information Was Acquired Plaster Rock Bathurst Fredericton 

Knew from experience 13.8% 10.5% 6.5% 
Figured it out 19.0 31.6 11.5 
Heard on radio 20.6 28.1 36.0 
He a rd from someone 44.8 28.1 42.6 
Other 1.7 1.7 3.3 

experience or figured it out or turned on the radio. But on the whole, 
learning from someone else was the most common way of finding out that an 
earthquake had occurred. 
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These figures are somewhat misleading. 
who told someone got his or her information. 
experienced people informing everyone else? 
other way? 

RESULTS - FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEWS 

They don't show where the person 
Were, for example, the 

Or did the word get around some 

ECRU traced all interpersonal connections to the ultimate source, 
sometimes adding as many as three extra interviews per sample point. (The 
tracing generated 163 additional interviews.) The results below suggest that 
radio is generally the most significant ultimate information source. 

Summary of Initial plus Follow-up Interviews 

Ultimate Source of Information Plaster Rock Bathurst Fredericton 

Someone with experience 20.7% 14.0% 8.2% 
Someone who deduced 31.0 45.6 18.o 
Radio 46.5 38 . 6 70.5 
Other 1.7 1 .8 3.3 

RESULTS - NON-SAMPLE INTERVIEWS, INCLUDING MEDIA RESPONSE 

The above figures still don't show where people went to confirm what they 
knew. (It was usually radio.) They also don't show what the emergency 
agencies were doing. To answer this latter question, ECRU also did non-sample 
interviews with officials in all three communities and with persons outside 
New Brunswi ck. (This meant 150 to 200 more interviews.) 

Because there was no injury and no severe damage, agencies such as fire, 
policy or Emergency Measures, found themselves with nothing to respond to. 
Yet, in many cases, they received calls asking for information. Usually in 
emergencies they can answer such calls. This time they couldn't. They had no 
specific information and they had no scientific expertise. More important, 
they had no connections to such expertise. Like everyone else, they found 
themselves listening to the radio. In several places, after a while, they 
started telling callers: listen to the radio. In Bathurst the fire and police 
chiefs even went to the radio station to look at the news wi res themselves. 

In some ways, this process might seem unimportant; in fact, it is not. 
Emergency agenc i es which can't supply emergency-related information lose 
credibili ty if it appears they should be able to. The media would hardly 
expect scientific information from the fire or police departments. They would 
expect such data from the Emergency Measures Organization (EMO). EMO was 
therefore temporarily damaged to some extent because of its inability to get 
such information. 

What happened? First, following the initial earthquake, t he media 
individually and on a co-operative basis latched onto persons with expert 
knowledge. They called the U.S. National Earthquake Information Service in 
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Golden, Colorado, talked to Energy, Mines and Resources (EMR) in Ottawa and 
made contact with scientists at the University of New Brunswick in 
Fredericton. As soon as they got information - the magnitude of the 
earthquake and its epicentre - they reported it and passed it on to other 
media via the co-operative Canadian Press news agency. They were effective, 
fast and coordinated because they had previously established an on-going 
relationship with the key earthquake information sources. 

While this was happening, the major emergency agencies, the provincial 
EMO and federal EPC, were not communicating. (There were a number of 
problems.) Not only that, neither agency made effective contact with the 
scientists at EMR until later on Satuday. The emergency agencies, therefore, 
were left behind because some of their emergency communications methods had 
not been tested regularly. 

CONCLUSIONS 

These findings are still preliminary; the detailed analysis is yet to 
corne. (It includes data on the reaction to the large earthquake on Monday 
afternoon, January 11.) Despite their preliminary nature, however, the 
findings were sufficient for the two key emergency agencies, Emergency 
Planning Canada (the federal agency) and the Emergency Measures Organization 
(the provincial agency) to revise the way they communicate bot h with each 
other and with the scientists at EMR. 

Information is important in emergency situations. The inability to 
acquire it and/or disseminate it can seriously affect the stat us of an 
emergency response organization. 

REFERENCE 
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(The author, together with Kim Dixon and Scott McClellan, wrot e a much more 
detailed paper with the same title for presentation in August 1982 at the 
World Congress of Sociology, Mexico City, Mexico.) 
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21. AN EXAMINATION OF THE DRY WELL PHENOMENON IN 
NORTHEASTERN NEW BRUNSWICK, WINTER 1982 

R.A. Brinsmead 
Groundwater Section 

Water Resources Branch 
N.B. Department of the Environment 

P.O. Box 6000 
Fredericton, New Brunswick, E3B 5Hl 

In early February 1982, the Water Resources Branch began receiving 
reports of water wells going dry in northeastern New Brunswick, largely in the 
area northwards and eastwards from Newcastle, within the area bounded by 
46.6°N to 47.8°N and by 64.7°W to 65.7°W. A total of about 220 instances were 
reported up until the end of March. 

The winter of 1981-81 was consistently cold with negligible melting of 
snow and no rain to recharge the groundwater system, although total 
precipitation was about average. Normally, a significant mid-winter thaw 
occurs sometime in January or February, often with rainfall. However, from 
mid-December 1981 until mid-March 1982, a period of three months, virtually no 
water from rain or melted snow penetrated the ground. 

The occurrence of earthquakes in central New Brunswick on 9 and 11 
January has been cited by many as the cause of the dry wells, despite the fact 
that the affected area lies from 60 to 150 km east and northeast of the 
epicentral region. The Groundwater Section of the Water Resources Branch, 
N.B. Department of the Environment, bas maintained that below-average 
groundwater levels, which resulted from very low recharge in the affected area 
during the winter, are largely responsible for the problems, without 
discounting the possibility of a contributory effect by the earthquakes. 

Data have been gathered from conversations with owners of private wells, 
generally shallow, and from continuously-monitored water-level recorders in 
some deep observation wells. These data are being analyzed and a detailed 
report will be issued. 
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22. DIGITAL DATA AVAILABLE FROM THE EASTERN CANADA 
TELEMETERED NETWORK FOR MIRAMICHI EARTHQUAKES 

W.E. Shannon 
Earth Physics Branch 

Energy, Mines and Resources Canada 
Ottawa, Canada KlA OY3 

The Eastern Canada Telemetered Network (ECTN) has recorded several 
hundred Miramichi, New Brunswick, aftershocks with magnitudes ranging from 5.4 
to slightly less than 1.0 and with epicentral distances from 25 to 1000 km. 
The smaller aftershocks are recorded only within New Brunswick. Figure 22.1 
shows the ECTN configuration at the beginning of 1982. 

In late January a station was added at McKendrick Lake, New Brunswick, 
about 25 km southeast of the active area (see KLN, Figure 3.3 of Wetmiller). 
Subsequently, a station was opened at Hauterive on the north shore of the St. 
Lawrence River, south of Manicouagan, and some changes have been made further 
west in Ontario. 

Each ECTN station except GAC includes a short-period vertical seismometer 
whose data are digitized at 60 samples/second and sent via telephone and/or 
radio link to Ottawa for recording. The Glen Almond (GAC) station consists of 
a modified SRO borehole seismometer whose three short-period components are 
digitized at 30 samples/second. Digital data from all ECTN stations are saved 
whenever a trigger occurs at any station. Further details on outstation 
components and digital data processing at the central recording laboratory in 
Ottawa may be found in Shannon et al. 1982. 

The 1982 Miramichi digital event files begin on 09 January at 17:09 UT 
and include about 180 aftershocks during the rest of January. Due to a system 
malfunction, the ECTN had ceased to trigger several hours prior to the main 
shock at 12:53 on 09 January, although continuous analogue records are 
available for some of the stations. Eight months after the main shock, 
digital aftershock data are still being acquired almost daily. 

Copies of any of these aftershock digital files may be obtained by 
contacting the author at the address above or at 613-995-5399. A charge is 
made for accessing and copying digital data. (Digital event files are also 
available for many other earthquakes recorded by the ECTN since 1974.) 

REFERENCE 
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23. ABSTRACTS OF PAPERS PRESENTED AT A SPECIAL SESSION ON 
NEW BRUNSWICK EARTHQUAKES HELD ON APRIL 19 DURING THE 
1982 ANNUAL MEETING OF THE SEISMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA 
IN ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA 

INTRODUCTION 

The 1982 Miramichi earthquakes began just one week before the abstract 
deadline for the annual meeting of the Seismological Society of Ameri ca 
(SSA). It soon became apparent that this seismic activity was the most 
important to have occurred in eastern North America in several decades, both 
in terms of the number and the magnitude of the aftershocks, and in t erms of 
the number of Canadian and American agencies who were participating in the 
field investigations. 

Following a suggestion by Dr. Nafi Toksos of the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, Dr. Michael Berry of the Earth Physics Branch requested a 
special session on New Brunswick at the SSA annual meeting. The programme 
organizers graciously agreed to add a special session and ignore the abstract 
deadline. Since most of the abstracts were submitted too late for printing in 
the official programme (Earthquake Notes, vol. 53, no. 1), they are reproduced 
below. All the authors stressed that results presented in the abstracts and 
oral papers were preliminary due to the relatively short time (four months) 
between the onset of significant seismicity and the SSA annual meeting. 

The abstracts are presented below in the same order in which the 
corresponding papers were read at the meeting. 

THE MIRAMICHI, NEW BRUNSWICK, EARTHQUAKE SEQUENCE OF JANUARY 1982 

1. FIELD INVESTIGATION AND HYPOCENTRAL DISTRIBUTION 

WETMILLER, R.J . , Earth Physics Branch, Energy, Mines and Resources 
Canada, l Observatory Crescent, Ottawa, Canada KlA OY3. 

A magnitude mb 5.7 earthquake took place in the Miramichi region of New 
Brunswick, Canada on 09 January 1982 at 12:53 U.T. and was followed by an 
extensive series of aftershocks. The Earth Physics Branch of the Department 
of Energy, Mines and Resources (Canada) conducted field studies of the 
aftershocks from 10 January to 06 February in cooperation with the u.s. 
Geological Survey (Menlo Park), the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the 
Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory, the State University of New York and 
the Bedford Institute of Oceanography. Twenty-nine separate recording sites, 
at epicentral distances from 1 to 110 km, were occupied with a variety of 
instruments including 28 seismographs (15 MEQ's, 8 DR-lOO's, 3 OBS's, l RMS 
and l ECTN station) and 14 accelerographs (4 DR-lOO's, 3 TerraTech's and 7 
SMA's). Several hundred aftershocks, the largest magnitude rob 5.4, occurred 
during the field survey and useful records were obtained by all the instrument 
types. In particular, the survey produced good multi-station digital records 
in both velocity and acceleration of at least 12 aftershocks, the largest 
magnitude mb(Lg) 3.5, at distances less than 10 km, and 3 days of detailed 
monitoring of the aftershock zone by 3 MEQ's within 10 km. A partial analysis 
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of one of these day's records shows that 46 aftershocks are concentrated in an 
area approximately 4 km N-S by 6 km E-W centred near 46° 59'N, 66°36'W with 
focal depths from 0 to 6 km. Most of the recorders were removed from the 
field on 22 January, and presently the aftershocks are monitored by the ECTN 
station and the 7 SMA's all within 25 km. 

2. FORESHOCKS AND AFTERSHOCKS OF THE NEW BRUNSWICK EARTHQUAKE OF JANUARY 9, 
1982 

EBEL, J.E. and VUDLER, Vladimir, Weston Observatory, Department of 
Geology and Geophysics, Boston College, Weston, MA 02193. 

The New England Network of Weston Observatory recorded several f oreshocks 
and numerous aftershocks of the New Brunswick earthquake of Janµary 9, 1982 
(at 12:53 UT). The stations in northern Maine (CBM, AGM and HNME), which are 
capable of detecting events of Mc less than 1.5 in the epicentral area, 
recorded three foreshocks to the main earthquake: two small events a little 
less than 9 heurs before the main shock and a larger foreshock 
(Mc = 1.5) just 42 minutes before the main shock. Within 13 hours of the 
main shock the aftershock activity had decreased to an average of about 2 
events per heur, and it continued at this level until the occur rence of the 
large aftershock on January 11 (21:41 UT). For several days after this event 
an average of about 10 aftershocks per heur were detected. During the first 
week after the main shock almost 1000 aftershocks were detected. A small 
earthquake (Mc = 2.1) was recorded from this general area on September 1, 
1977. By comparing the record to similar-sized aftershocks of the 1982 event, 
it appears that the 1977 shock may have originated in a slightly different 
location. 

3. SOURCE MECHANISM OF THE JANUARY 9, 1982 NEW BRUNSWICK EARTHQUAKE 
TOKSOZ, M.N., PULLI, J.J., and NABELEK, J., Dept. of Earth and Planetary 
Sciences, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139. 

Abstract not available. 

4. AFTERSHOCKS OF THE NEW BRUNSWICK EARTHQUAKE OF JANUARY 9, 1982 
PULLI, J.J., HUANG, P.Y. et al., Dept. of Earth and Planetary Sciences, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139. 

Abstract not available. 

5. THE MIRAMICHI, NEW BRUNSWICK, EARTHQUAKE SEQUENCE OF JANUARY 1982: 
INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION AND HISTORICAL SEISMICITY. 

STEVENS, Anne E., Earth Physics Branch, Energy, Mines and Resources 
Canada, 1 Observatory Crescent, Ottawa, Canada KlA OY3. 

Effects in Canada of the larger Miramichi, New Brunswick, earthquakes of 
09 and 11 January 1982 have been determined by analysis of: 

1. a questionnaire canvas by mail to all communities in the four 
Atlantic provinces and eastern Québec. 

2. on-site engineering inspections of selected public buildings in New 
Brunswick. 

3. a preliminary geologic survey of the epicentral area 
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4. low-level aerial photography (black & white, and multi-spectral 
scans) of the epicentral area 

5. local newspaper reports. 
The two largest events of 09 and 11 January were perceptible at ground 

level to 350 km in Canada, although not generally felt at these distances, and 
were noticed in some high-rise buildings as far as 700 km epicentral 
distance. Maximum observed intensity, experienced up to about 100 km and also 
including the epicentral region, was Modified Mercalli (MM) V. No structural 
damage occurred anywhere, although earthquake-induced hairline cracks were 
confirmed in a few buildings in various communities up to about 100 km 
epicentral distance. 

Non-instrumentally located earthquakes on 22 October 1869 and 21 March 
1904 caused isolated miner damage in southern New Brunswick and eastern Maine, 
compatible with maximum intensity MM VI. Non-instrumentally located 
earthquakes on 08 February 1855 and 02 July 1922, with maximum intensity MM V, 
may have occurred in the Miramichi area with magnitude at least 5.0. 

6. THE CENTRAL NEW BRUNSWICK EARTHQUAKE SEQUENCE OF 1982: HISTORY, 
DISTRIBUTION OF INTENSITY AND TECTONIC ENVIRONMENT 

DIMENT, W.H., STOVER, C.W., and KANE, M.F., U.S. Geological 
Survey, Box 25046, Federal Center, Denver, CO 80225. 

Based on the historical and early instrumental seismic record as 
published in studies by W.E.T. Smith in 1962 and 1966 and the most recent 
results (1975-1981) of the Northeastern United States Seismological Network, 
the central New Brunswick earthquakes of 1982 appear to be located in a poorly 
defined northeasterly-trending zone of seismicity that extends from near the 
Maine border toward Miramichi Bay. The zone is close to the northwestern 
border of the Northern Appalachian zone as defined by P.W. Basham, D.H. 
Weichert, and M.J. Berry in 1979. The geological and geophysical expression, 
if any, of the zone of seismicity will be examined, particularly wi th regard 
to maps of gravity and elevation and their derivatives as construct ed and 
reported by R.W. Simpson and others in a 1981 study, and with regar d to the 
distribution of plutonic and volcanic rocks. 

Early results of intensity surveys for the main shock (mb 5.9) of 9 
January 1982 suggest an intensity of about VII in the sparsely populated 
epicentral region and V-VI to about 150 km from the epicenter in New England. 
It was felt as far west as eastern New York. A preliminary estimate of the 
felt area is consistent with shocks of similar magnitude in New England and 
adjacent Canada. 

7. SEISMOTECTONICS AND FOCAL MECHANISMS 
HASEGAWA, H.S., Earth Physics Branch, Energy, Mines and Resources Canada, 
1 Observatory Crescent, Ottawa, Canada KlA OY3. 

During a 3-day interval commencing on January 9, 1982, 3 relatively large 
(magnitudes between 5 and 6) earthquakes occurred in the Miramichi region of 
New Brunswick in eastern Canada where, previously, the largest reported 
earthquakes fall in the 4-5 magnitude range. On the basis of prel iminary 
data, well-constrained P-nodal solutions are determined only for t he first 
(and largest) event, the mb 5.7 earthquake that occurred at 12h53m52s on 
January 9: one fault plane strikes in an E-W direction with a steep dip to the 
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south and the other, in a N-S direction with an intermediate dip to the west; 
the deviatoric compression vector plunges gently to the S-E, resulting in 
appreciable strike-slip and thrust components of relative motion on both 
planes. Aftershock activity outlines a region with lateral dimensions of 6km 
x 4km and a vertical extent of 6km at a shallow depth. On the basis of 
preliminary reports of focal depths, this earthquake sequence is migrating 
upwards, starting at about 10 km. The epicentral region is undergoing 
appreciable differential post-glacial uplift, which could generate significant 
shear stresses that could be a causative factor in generating this earthquake 
sequence. The presence of the Gaspé (free-air gravity anomaly) high to the 
north of the epicenter could effect gravitationally-induced stresses in the 
hypocentral region. The strong correlation between earthquake occurrence and 
a preliminary estimate of (~olid earth) tidal stress implies the possibility 
of uniformly oriented weakened zones, such as an en echelon pattern in the 
epicentral region. If this is the case, then the ambient tectonic stress 
field is normal to the trend of the Appalachian fold belt. 

8. TELESEISMIC STUDY OF THE CENTRAL NEW BRUNSWICK EARTHQUAKE OF 9 JANUARY 1982 
CHOY, G.L., DEWEY, J.W., NEEDHAM, R.E., SIPKIN, S. A., and ZIRBES, M.D., 

u.s. Geological Survey, MS 967, Box 25046, Federal Center, Denver, CO 80225. 

The New Brunswick earthquake of 9 January 1982 (mb = 5.9) was well 
recorded at teleseismic distances. P-wave first motions indicate that the 
focal mechanism was characterized by one nodal plane that strikes N87°E and 
dips 70°S. The orientation of the other nodal plane is not well constrained 
by the data that are now available to us. A significant component of reverse 
faulting is required by presently available data; a significant component of 
strike-slip motion is also permitted, but not required by the data. We will 
attempt to obtain a more definitive focal mechanism by inverting P-wave 
amplitudes. We will estimate the focal depth of the main shock by waveform 
modeling of body waves, and we will use the method of joint hypocenter 
determination to locate the larger shocks of the aftershock sequence with 
respect to the main shock. 

9. INTENSITY SURVEYS FOR THREE EASTERN NORTH AMERICA EARTHQUAKES IN JANUARY, 
1982. 

SCHLESINGER-MILLER, Ellyn, BARSTOW, Noel and KAFKA, Alan, Lamont-Doherty 
Geological Observatory, Palisades, N.Y. 10964. 

In January of 1982, three significant earthquakes occurred, two in New 
Brunswick , Canada and one in New Hampshire. Immediately after each 
earthquake, we contacted local newspapers and requested the publication of our 
new earthquake questionnaire, which was devised to be concise (so that the 
newspeople would print it), and well suited for easy differentiation of 
intensities in the lower end of the Modified Mercalli scale (MM=I-VII). 
Returned questionnaires were evaluated according to a scheme that reduces 
subjectivity and inconsistency in the assignment of Modified Mercal li 
intensities. We then experimented with three different methods of displaying 
the assigned intensities on a map. On one we plotted the mode for each town, 
another, the mean for each town, and the third, the mode for all data that 
fell within a square of a grid pattern. Although the grid method gives a good 
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general picture of the intensities, it sacrifices resolution and is not as 
visually informative because one cannot see where there is a lack of data. We 
feel that the best way of displaying intensity data is by plotting the mode 
for each town from which there are felt reports. 

The New Brunswick earthquakes were felt throughout New England and into 
eastern New York. The southern boundary of the felt area appears to run 
through southern Connecticut and Rhode Island to the south, and eastern New 
York to the west. The New Hampshire earthquake of January 18 (local date) has 
a maximum intensity of V that surrounds the epicenter. The boundary of the 
felt area runs through southern Connecticut, central New York, southern Québec 
and south-central Maine. The preliminary data from the three recent 
earthquakes indicate that the relationship between their magnitudes and felt 
areas fits the general trend for eastern North America earthquakes. 

10. LOCAL MULTI-STATION DIGITAL RECORDINGS OF THE NEW BRUNSWICK AFTERSHOCK 
SEQUENCE 
SEMBERA, Eugene and CRANSWICK, Edward, U.S. Geological Survey, 
345 Middlefield Road, MS77, Menlo Park, CA 94025 and WETMILLER, Robert, 
Earth Physics Branch, Energy, Mines and Resources Canada, 1 Observatory 
Crescent, Ottawa, Canada KlA OY3. 

One week after the New Brunswick mb 5.9 mainshock of January 9, 1982, 
the U.S. Geological Survey, in conjunction with the Canadian Department of 
Energy, Mines and Resources, Ottawa, installed 6 digital seismometers at 4 
sites in the epicentral region. The instruments were Sprengnether DR-100 
event-triggered three-component digital recorders with a sampling rate of 200 
samples/s per component. Three instruments were equipped with acceleration 
transducers (FBA's) and three were equipped with velocity transducers. One 
velocity instrument was operated for one day in the mode of sampling only the 
vertical component at 600 samples/s with an anti-aliasing filter at 70 Hz, 
during which period it recorded a ML 3.5 aftershock on January 17 located 
2 km north of the station. : 

In the recording period January 15 to January 22, 2 events were recorded 
on six instruments, 7 events on five instruments, 2 events on four 
instruments, 5 events on three instruments, and 14 events on two instruments. 
Since two of the stations had two instruments apiece, one velocity and one 
acceleration, the above listing of recordings indicates about 15 locatable 
events. From S-P times, all events appear to be located within the 10 km 
diameter of the 4-station array. Redundancy of instrumentation at two 
stations allows the comparison of direct recordings of acceleration and 
velocity. Peak accelerations exceeding 0.05 g have been recorded on both 
vertical and horizontal components. Source parameters of the events will be 
presented and discussed. 


